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Murray High remembers Payne's smile, kind heart

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
& TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Murray High School was left in
shock Wednesday when they received
news that 16-year-old classmate
O'Brian (0.B.) Keith Payne passed
away.
"We just joined together and cried
together and remembered together,"
said MHS Principal Teresa Speed.
"We're still in shock.
"We're a small school. Everybody

Payne was airlifted to Vanderbilt was in the eighth
grade.
Medical Center in Nashville last Friday
one of the first kids I
evening following a traffic accident that remember getting to
know when I came
night. He was attempting to cross South here," he said Thursday.
"I can still
Forth Street at Glendale Road on his hear just typical
O.B. things ... things
bicycle
when
he
was hit by a truck.
knows everybody at
that he would say. He was such a kindHe remained in Vanderbilt trauma hearted kid.
Murray High School.
The thing that makes unit until his death Wednesday. Murray
"O.B. had the type of personality to
us so strong also Police have completed their investiga- span all gaps; the freshmen just loved
makes it a hardship," tion into the accident and no charges him because he was such a welcoming
Payne
she said. "You go in are expected.
figure in the locker room. All the way
Payne. a junior, played on the Tiger up to the seniors who
and rearrange the
also loved him
classroom and you just hold each other football team and was a boys basketball dearly," Edwards said. "We're
pretty
team manager. His football coach, Lee distraught."
up."
Edwards, had known Payne since he
Speed said once she found out of

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
State Rep. Melvin Henley has filed to run
for a third term representing Calloway
County voters in the Kentucky General
Assembly. This time, though, it will be as a
Democrat.
Henley, who won two races on the
Republican ticket before switching over the
Democratic party this year,
said he wants to continue
doing what he can far coo*Wenn and Use rest of the
Meeler at Meet anotber hen
years. However there will
be some challenges_ for the
legislature during the 2008
budget session; foremost
among them is a "severe"
budget deficit.
"Quite frankly, we're
facing a $500 million deficit
for the coming fiscal year and another $250
million for the next fiscal year," Henley said.
-To get the projects funded for our industrial
park and Murray State and some other projects in Calloway County, I really need to
make the 2010 budget session because we'll
have recovered by then and there will be
money available."
Henley said he was counting on obtaining
the funds during the upcoming session; however the deficit will surely prove to be too
much of an obstacle to get all of the funds
needed. Talk of budget surpluses during the
administration of outgoing Gov. Ernie
Fletcher didn't happen.
"A lot of people fussed at me for voting to
adjourn when we had all those projects on the
agendav be funded, but now I guess they
can see why. It's because we never did have
a surplus; it was a deficit," he said.
Current budget projections are based on
information provided during an October
budget briefing that are subject to change.
"I'm afraid that when we get the January
briefing it's going to be even worse because
the economy is beginning to turn down
somewhat nationally and I don't think
Kentucky will be an exception to the rule,"
he said.
Henley filed for re-election at the clerk's
office on Nov. 20. According to Secretary of
State Trey Grayson's Web site, he is one of
25 candidates to file for House seats
statewide as of this (Friday) morning. So far,
Henley has no challengers in the Fifth
District race.
Although he is not sur- how his switch
from the GOP to the Democratic party will
affect his support during the upcoming primary, he is sure he made a good move by
joining the majority party.
"It will certainly improve the chance of
my getting the funding that I want," he said.
"I don't know about re-election. That will be
up to the folks. They will either send me back

Payne's passing, she met with the faculty and they began preparing for the
afternoon. She said she told the football team first in the fieldhouse during
seventh period and then the basketball
team.
"Then we announced it to the
school," said Speed. "Some students
feel more comfortable to be in the class
with their teachers and if not, then
they're out with counselors and

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
During last Fnday's closed
Murray State University Board
of Regents session, board chairman Alan Stout was granted the
authority to create a task force to
examine the development of the
Paducah extended campus,
University president Dr. Randy
Dunn said.
"Part of the charge was to
look at all options and delivery
models to expand programs,
services and facilities for both
undergraduate and graduate
education in the McCracken
*animas anta." Dine

TOM BERRY/Ledger .5 Times
Red Cross Director Ton Daughrity, second from left, and lead volunteers
Dee Minter and Jan Erkman, second and
third from right, are joined by support volunteers Ed Erkman, right,
Harold Minter, third from left, and Red Cross
intern Molly Williams in presenting the chapter's new emergency response
vehicle to the city Thursday afternoon
at Weaks Community Center.

Calloway Red Cross gets
new emergency vehicle
By TOM BERRY
Daughrity.
Staff Writer
"Basically that means that we have
The Calloway County Chapter of the been entrusted with the vehicles that we
American Red Cross now boasts a new have to maintain and have volunteers
emergency response vehicle; one of available to take it out on 24 hours
only two available in a 15-county area notice," Daughrity said. "We are really
of western Kentucky.
fortunate because we are one of only
Red Cross volunteers Dee Minter two chapters that have it and the other
and Jan Erkman traveled to Orlando, chapter is in Madisonville."
Fla., this week to pick up the vehicle,
The chapter now has two ERVs on
which is used to serve victims of natural hand ready to serve. Minter said the Red
or man-made disasters throughout the Cross issued only about 20 vehicles this
southeast, midwest and beyond when- year.
ever a crisis arises.
-The American Red Cross uses them
The local agency is a national custo- for local or national disasters," she said.
dial chapter for the national Red Cross' "We can either carry food products or
ERV fleet which comes with all the we can carry supplies. We never carry
associated privileges and responsibili- food and supplies at the same time, so
ties, according to local director Tory we're either a feeding truck or we serve

as distribution truck."
The chapter is charged with maintenance of the vehicle and having it ready
to deploy quickly. It comes fully
equipped with storage units and safety
equipment needed to perform its duties.
The vehicle must be driven at least 25
miles each week to ensure it will be
ready to go when needed.
The chapter's older vehicle was
deployed in 2006 along with several
local volunteers following Hurricane
Katrina to serve those that were affected
by the disaster.
Locally, the ERV can be used to
assist firefighters and other emergency
response personnel as well as victims at
the scene of a crisis by supplying coffee,
food and other amenities or supplies.

said.
In addition to those directives, Stout added that the task
force was also designed to "look
at the facilities there and what
needs to be done to accommodate any growth."
The recommendation from
the board states that the task
force will include regents, members from the administration and
staff, faculty, student representatives and representatives from
the Paducah/McCracken County
service area.
"I hope to have the task force
put together by (today) and
we'll announce the members of
it hopefully on Monday," Stout
said Thursday morning. "I
opened it up to the board members to suggest names; there's
been a lot of names suggested."
Paducah is the first extended
campus to receive the attention
of a university mandated task
force. Stout said he's hopeful
that it will be successful.
"Hopefully we'll create a
model here that can be used in
the future and probably needs to
be done to evaluate the needs
and the capabilities of each of
our extended campuses," he
said.

Murray State's Outstanding Seniors are announced
FYI
Commencement wilt be
held on
Saturday,
Dec. 15, at 10
a.m. in the
Regional Special
Events Center.
More information
about MSU events
surrounding the
upcoming graduation can be found
online at WWW.
muffaystata.edu

MSU News Bureau
The Outstanding Senior Man
and Woman at Murray State
University for December 2007
were announced Tuesday during the Senior Breakfast.
Treone Lewis and Katherine
"Katie" Marks were selected
for the honor.
Lewis is an electronic media
major from Jackson. Tenn.,
with a minor in advertising.
Marks has a major in psychology and a minor in biology and is

from Fisherville, Ky.
Lewis, who has a 3.53 grade
point average, is the son of
Laurie Lewis. Marks' parents
are Jim and Patty Marks. Her
grade point average is 3.80.
A Dean's List student, Lewis
is a member of Phi Eta Sigma
and Kappa Tau Alpha honor
societies and was named to
Who's Who Among Students in
American
Colleges
and
Universities.
Lewis, a member of Clark

College, is vice president of the
Black Student Council and is a
member of Emerging Leaders
and the Multicultural Student
Council.
He has served as both vice
president and president of
Voices of Praise Ministries
gospel choir, and is drummer
and videographer for Voices of
Praise.
Lewis has edited audio for
various organizations on campus and is the technical director

for the weekly
radio show,
Soulflight.
Presently,
he is a disc
jockey
and
technical
director
at
WKMS,
Murray State
University's
National
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awarded grant monies
Staff Report
FRANKFORT, Ky. -The Justice and Public
Safety Cabinet Secretary General Norman E.
Arflack announced Thursday the cabinet has
awarded $5.3 million In grants, including four
with involvement in Calloway County.
The money is allocated through the federal
Victims of Crime Act (VOCA), which relies on
criminal fines, forfeitures and assessments instead
of taxpayer dollars to support victim services.
"These funds will go to help those most directly and severely affected by crimes," Secretary
General Arflack said in a cabinet press release.
"Whether it is emergency shelter or counseling,
we need to do all we can to help out people whose
lives have been affected by a criminal."
A total of 63 projects have been funded
statewide to provide crisis intervention, advocacy,
counseling, shelter and other assistance to victims.
"Our goal is to help as many crime victims as we
can as broadly as we can," said Arflack. "We are
reaching out to victims, to help them get their life
back in order."

Locally, funding went to;
•The Purchase Area Sexual Assault Center,
rape victim service and victim assistance program:
($174,050) that services Calloway, Marshall.;
Graves, Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard and ;
McCracken counties;
•Graves County Child Advocacy CASA program:($M
Merryman
24
'
err
5°4);
House outreach services,(S I 13,059), which serves Ballard, Carlisle)
Calloway, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall and
McCracken counties;
II Child Watch, Inc. crime victim assistance
program (S134,000), which services Ballard,
Carlisle, Calloway, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Marshall and McCracken counties;
II Graves County Attorney's office crime vic-.1
tims' assistance program ($47,287);
111 Forget-Me-Not Children's Center, Inc. child
victim therapy program ($89,000), which serves.;
Marshall, McCracken, Livingston, Graves and
Calloway counties.
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Stout said the task force
members will be educated on
where the university stands in
Paducah, what's available now
and what programs can be
offered to fit the needs of education. The university will provide input to the task force in
the way of data and technical
support.
The Paducah extended campus site was chosen, Stout said,
because it is the largest regional
campus and "there was just a
feeling that it was time to look
at what the needs are there."
Another factor that played
into the decision was the
Council on Post Secondary.
Education's
Double
the
Numbers initiative that was
issued in October. The purpose
of the initiative is to double the
number of Commonwealth college graduates by 2020.
"A lot of the CPE's Double
the Numbers directive is
focused toward the non-tradi
tional students and,frankly, that
is what the extended campuses
tend to be addressing the needs
of," said Stout.

Times

MAIN STREET HOLIDAY
WINDOW
WINNERS:
Winners of the Murray Main
Street Christmas Window
Contest among downtown
businesses include, Head 2
Toe, whose designer. Krystal
Traylor, can be seen with her
holiday-spirited handiwork
which took first place honors
Second place was taken by
The Bookmark Crystal Jeter,
left, and Natasha Garland's
skills produced much of the
work with an assist by
Jennifer
Lattin
Molly
Wilmurth and Martha AIIs
(not pictured) Judy Downey
and her daughter Penny
Bogard (not pictured) took
third place with a classic
Christmas tree and assorted
snowmen and packages at
Penigue's

The depot in a story
Thursday was incorrectly identified. It was associated with the
Nashville-Chattanooga & St..
Louis Railroad.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.

BUY ONE
Samsung SCH-u410

NOTICE
•The Hazel City Council
is scheduled to meet in special session at 7 p.m. on
Monday at Hazel City Hall.
On the agenda for the meeting are second readings on
the city's new wastewater
and business licensing ordinances The public is invited
to attend and participate.
III To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.

GET THREE
Samsung SCH-u340

FREE

With the usual increase of traffic Murray sees during this
time of year, the Murray Police Department is working to keep
roadways safe for those who will be traveling for the holidays.
Throughout the season, police officers will increase their
traffic enforcement. Officers will be trageting speeding, se-atbelt
violations, DUls, as well as a variety of other traffic laws.
There will also be DUI checkpoints throughout the city
throughout December in hopes of reducing alcohol-related accidents. According to a MPD release, checkpoints may be held at:
•South 12th Street between Glendale Road and the Murray
city limits;
II Main Street between Eighth and Ninth streets;
•Wilshire Drive between Bailey Road and Vasser Drive;
IN Glendale Road between Ninth and 12th streets:
•Main Street between Industrial Road and city limits;
•Chestnut Street at the Eighth Street intesection;
III U.S. 641 at Diuguid Drive;
•Doran Road at Holiday Drive;
IN North 16th Street at the Olive Street intersection; and
▪ Ky. 94 at the Doran Road intersection.

Public Radio station. In that
position. Lewis sets and monitors audio levels, records a
weekly gospel program, produces spots and intros for other
programming and edits the prerecorded shows of other Ws.
His community service
includes work as a group leader
with the Jackson YMCA, where
he created lesson plans.
After graduation he plans to
pursue a career as a gospel radio
broadcaster.
A Dean's List student, Marks
is a member of the Omicron
Delta Kappa. Hart College and
Psi Chi honor societies, as well
as a member of the MSU
Honors Program. She has
served as an officer, mentor and
representative for the Honors
Program Council. Additionally,
she was president of Psi Chi and
is listed in Who's Who Among
Students in American Colleges
and Universities. She also participated in the Kentucky
Honors Roundtable.
Noted for her outstanding
service to the MSU Women's
Center, Marks was nationally
recognized for the creation of an
innovative Eating Disorders
Awareness Program.
Extracurricular
activities

include
the
Fencing Club,
Big Brothers
Big Sisters, the
Ultimate
Frisbee Club
the
cycling
team, soccer
and flag football.
Her
work
experience
includes a staff position at
Youth Villages, a residential,
treatment center for adolescents
with behavioral and emotional''
problems; a biology research's
assistant, where she participated
in fossil identification; planning,.
responsibility for therapeutic activities at the Pathways.:
Center for Eating Disorder/
Recovery; and Boy Scouts of
America Venture training,./
working as a Venture Crewi
ranger.
Marks has conducted inde-i
pendent psychology research
and is a member of thei
Kentucky
Psychological
Association and the Psychology"
Club.
She plans to pursue a career'
in clinical neuropsychology..
after graduation.
Both Lewis and Marks will
speak at the December 2007,
Commencement ceremonies.
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Speed said local pastors, youth pastors and counselors from.,
other schools have been on hand to support Murray High's own
counselors during this time.
According to Speed, the school is rallying together to remember
Payne as a student and friend.
"We have a prayer wall that we started when he
injured and
now it's a remembrance wall," she added. When stuclehecreceived
word that Payne had been injured, they began collecting Money to
buy him a new letter jacket.
They collected $253 in one hour.
Edwards and Speed remember 0.B.'s smile and his love of life.
"He loved life," said Edwards. "He was just so joyful and happy.
Even when you felt like you wanted to get mad at him, you couldn't stay mad at him for more than a few seconds and then he just
made you smile."
Speed agreed. "He was the kind of person who had humor in
every situation," she said. "He always had a smile on his face."
According to Edwards, the impact the school feels as a result of
this tragedy is indicative of its size and the closeness the students
share.
"Being a school our size ... it leads to everybody knowing each
other, especially in a graduating class of 120(0.13.'s class). Every
one of them knew him extremely well and loved him dearly," said
Edwards. -This is going to take a while. In fact. I don't think we'll
ever get over this.
"I think 0.B. was such an influential figure and character, he'll

wk
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Bombing claims
According to a release from Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins' office, Inauguration Day on Tuesday
has been declared a state holiday.
As a result, Calloway County governmental offices will be
closed that day, per the county's personnel policy regarding
observing the state's holiday schedule.

Governors offer plan to bring
nurses, hospital back to table
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Striking nurses at nine
Appalachian hospitals say they're willing to return to work for
90 days while negotiators hammer out a new contract under a
proposal put forth by Kentucky Gov.-elect Steve Beshear and
West Virginia Gov. Joe Manchin on Thursday.
Chief union negotiator Pat Tanner said local union presidents unanimously voted to accept the proposal.
"We stand ready to work in a spirit of cooperation and civility with ARH and the Governors to ensure an orderly transition
by which nurses can quickly return to their jobs and begin providing patient care," Tanner said in a release Thursday night.
Appalachian Regional Hospitals spokeswoman Candace
Elkins said hospital leaders would be willing to meet with the
governors and union leaders, but would not comment specifically on the proposal.

AP

GRAY APPOINTED: Gov.elect Steve Beshear, left, talks with Nikki Jackson,
center, who he
appointed Secretary of the Personnel Cabinet, and J. R. Gray, who he named
Commissioner
of the Department of Labor, at a news conference in Frankfort, Ky., Thursday.

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.:
(AP) — Three Fort Camphdli
soldiers have been killed in a;
roadside bombing in Iraq.
Sgt. Eric Hernandez of
Waldwick, N.J., and Pvt.;
Dewayne White of Country:
Club Hills, Ill., died Tuesday in:
the blast near Beiji, the Defense:
Department said. Capt. Adam:
Snyder of Fort Pierce. Fla., died •
a day later at a combat hospital;
in Balad. Each was assigned to:
the division's 1st Battalions
327th Infantry Regiment, Ist;
Brigade Combat Team.
Snyder, 36, who had be:
awarded the Bronze Star,joined;
the Army in May 2004 and:
arrived at Fort Campbell in May
2005. Hernandez, 26,joined the
Army in October 2003 and was
stationed at Fort Campbell in;
October 2006. White, 27,joined;
the Army in November 20041
and arrived at Fort Campbell in
February 2005.
They werel
among nearly 11,000 soldiers iii
the 101st who have deployed to
Iraq for a third yearlong tourt
.4
that began in October.
.%
a

LIBERTY, Ky.(AP) —A Kentucky State Police trooper was
found not guilty Thursday of reckless homicide in the death of
a drunken-dnving suspect in June.
A Casey County jury needed less than 90 minutes to return
the verdict, ruling Trooper B.J. Burton did not use excessive
force in the death of Billy G. Phillips.
Phillips died on June 4, three days after _a,eonfrontation
with Burton at the Adair County Regional Yea Phillips fell and
hit his head on the concrete floor while tussling with Burton.
Burton testified Wednesday that he didn't intend for Phillips
to die. Burton said he was trying to get Phillips into the jail and
hit him in the face with his elbow during a desperate struggle
that "happened so fast."
Prosecutors claimed Burton did more than defend himself
during the confrontation and went too far in subduing Phillips,
who had a blood-alcohol level of 0.106. The legal limit is 0.08.

Luallen has no
plans to run
against McConnell

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
State Auditor Crit Luallen said
Friday she doesn't plan to enter
the race for
Senate
Minority
Leader Mitch
Mcconnell's
seat, reshaping
the likely lineup of challengers to the
four -term
Republican.
Luallen
Another
Democrat, Iraq
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — One gallon of liquid nerve agent war veteran Andrew Home,
seeped through a canister this summer at a chemical quickly stepped forward as a
weapons Mookplio In Kentucky — the largest leak ever detect- likely candidate in next year's
ed there and one that has Army officials moving to destroy race. Home, a Louisville attorney, had said he would defer to
some of the weapons far ahead of schedule.
Luallen if she joined the race.
Blue Grass Army Depot officials discovered the leak of liqState Attorney General Greg
uid sarin Aug. 27 during weekly inspections of the igloos that StumIxi, who leaves
office early
house the chemical weapons in Richmond set to be neutral- next month, is another promiized by 2017 to comply with an international treaty.
nent Democrat considering a
In response, a citizens advisory board will meet Friday in run for Senate.
Luallen, who won a fresh
Richmond to hear a proposal the Army is considering that
would dramatically accelerate the destruction of the leaky four-year term as state auditor
container and two similar ones at the depot, said Craig last month, had emerged as the
favorite of several prominent
Williams, the panel's co-chair.
Kentucky
and
national
Williams, who also runs the Berea-based watchdog
Chemical Weapons Working Group, said a mobile unit known
as a chemical agent transfer system could be brought in next
year to destroy the canisters.
Greg Mahall, spokesman for the U.S. Army Chemical
Materials Agency in Aberdeen, Md., where the mobile units
are based, said this would be the first time the units would be to do what
I can or not, but it
used at a weapons stockpile. He declined to estimate when certainly enhances my ability to
the canisters would be destroyed.
get funding for the projects."
Henley switched parties citing an expectation to better
serve constituents. He had previously
switched
from
Democrat to Republican when
he ran for election against forPIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Environmental groups in
Appalachia have filed a lawsuit against the federal govern- mer Murray Democratic Rep.
ment, challenging a permit that allows International Coal Buddy Buckingham to take the
seat.
Group to expand a mountaintop removal operation in eastern
Fellow Murray Democrat
Kentucky. The groups say the expansion would bury streams
Hal Kemp ran unsuccessfully to
and creeks leading into the Kentucky River, a water source for defeat Henley in 2006.
When
more than a million people.
contacted by the Murray Ledger
The lawsuit was filed Thursday by the Sierra Club and & Times Thursday, Kemp said
Kentucky Waterway Alliance at the U.S. District Court in
he had no plans to run again but
would let supporters know as
Louisville. It alleges the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer's violated the Clean Water and the National Environmental soon as possible if he changes
his mind and challenges Henley
Protection acts by issuing a permit that allows ICG to expand
in the May Primary.
its 960-acre mine in Leslie County by roughly 1,000 acres and
Henley, who also represents
construct valley fills.
a large portion of Trigg County.

Nerve agent leak in Ky. could hasten
chemical weapons destruction
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Environmental groups challenge
mountaintop removal permit

emember

Democrats—tcr
challenge
McConnell following
the
party's strong showing last
month when Democrat Steve
Beshear routed Republican Gov.
Ernie Fletcher.
But Luallen said in a statement today that "I have no plans
to enter the race."
"I have just been re-elected
as state auditor and look forward to continuing to serve the
citizens of Kentucky in that
capacity," she said.
Luallen said polls show that
McConnell is vulnerable, and
said Kentwkians are ready tor
change. .`-•
' isva coo/Want that
DetrfOeftitcAvrff fled a ctrong
candidate next year," she said.
Home said Friday he planned
to make a final decision soon
but added, "I am a likely candidate."
He said he put "some things
on hold" while Luallen considered the race. "But obviously
I'm going to turn things up
again and start moving toward"
his own run, he told The
Associated Press.

Lifetime Powertrain
Warranty

2.4 Liter • Automatic • Air Cond.
Power Windows/Lodes • AWITA/CD • Speed Control

Lifetime Powertrain
Warranty

2.4 Liter • Automatic • Air Cond. • Tilt Wheel
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Warranty

2.4 Liter • Automatic • Air Cond. • Tilt Wheel
Floor Mats • Speed Control • Power Windows/Locks
Power Driver Seat • Alloy Wheels - Body Color hildg.
recently published the results of
a constituent survey he mailed
to voters assessing their opinions concerning political priorities for the coming session. He
intends to do what he can about
each of them.
"Education is the most
important to them, but it's going
to be tough to increase any kind
of funding because of the deficit
we're facing," he said.
Other issues of primary concern to Fifth District voters, listed in descending order of
importance. were road and
bridge projects, public health
programs.
public
safety.
Medicaid and parks and recreation.
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Republican presidential
candidate Rudy Giuliani was
in Washington on Tuesday to
raise money . and to see
me. In a nondescnpt office
building
two blocks
from the
White
House,
Giuliani
answered a
wide range
of questions on
domestic
and foreign
Cal's
Thoughts policy.
. Two
E3y Cal Thomas
hours after
Syndicated
a news
Columnist
conference
by President Bush on the subject of
the newest National Intelligence Estimate, which said
Iran had suspended its
nuclear
weapons program in 2003,
Giuliani said
the report
should not be
seen in isolation from
Iran's behavior
and rhetoric
over the last
30 years.
Giuliani
Noting Iran's
expressed goal of destroying
Israel. Giuliani said, We are
not going to allow Oran/ to
become a nuclear power
(because) the regime, not
;us! particular individuals. but
the regime. has been too
irresponsible for that to happen. The worst nightmare of
the ('old War was that
nuclear weapons would be in
the hands of irresponsible
individuals They qualify as
irresponsible, both as individuals and as a regime .• He
said the military option
against Iran is 'more likely'
it they are allowed to
become a nuclear power.
Does he see this as a
good time to meet with Iranian leaders? 'Only if I felt
we were in a position of
sufficient strength that we
had the leverage I would
not do it the way the
Democrats are suggesting we
do it. which IS without preconditions. It's very naive to
think you can have negotiations with people who Are
dictators, tyrants and supporters of terrorism without preconditions.' That secnied
aimed at Sen. Barack
Obama. who has said as
president he would 'engage'
Iranian leaders.
Giuliani is 'concerned'
that Russian President
Vladimir Putin has 'taken
several steps back toward A
more totalitarian government'lie would not submit
to Putin's desire to avoid a
missile shield in Europe.
'Just do it,' Giuliani said.
tic AISO would borrow from
Ronald Reagan's military
buildup, because he believes
neither the Russian or Chinese economies could keep
up That, he said, would
lessen the likelihood of an

arms race.
On domestic issues. Giuliani said there are three
parts to fiscal conservatism:
reduce spending, cut taxes
and make sure regulations
are "moderate and sensible
as opposed to regulating
businesses out of your state
or country.' Pressed on
which agencies he would
eliminate, he said he would
rely on an Office of Management and Budget report
card and seek 10 percent
spending reductions in all
agencies, except for the military. Mostly, he says he
would reduce the size and
cost of government through
attrition. 'Forty-two percent
(of civilian federal workers)
are going to retire in the
next 8 to 10 years." By not
hiring replacements, he estimates $22 to $23 billion
could be saved.
Of greatest interest to
social conservatives is Giuliani's pledge to nominate
only "strict constructionists"
to the federal courts. Why
would a supporter of
'choice' on abortion nominate judges likely to overturn
Roe v. Wade? •My view of
a strict constructionist or
onginalist judge who sticks
with the plain meaning of
the Constitution conies from
my judicial philosophy. It's
not that I want one particular decision changed.' He
added that ongtnalists might
have "different views on
this' and that precedent
might trump even a wrongly
decided case like Roe. Or.
he said, the justices could
overturn it. He cited the
Second Amendment case the
Supreme Court agreed to
consider as a fine example
of strict constructionism and
noted that Judge Laurence
Silberman read 'The Federalist Papers' and other writings and speeches at the
time the Bill of Rights was
written to see what the
authors intended.
With Hillary Clinton's
numbers declining in IOWA,
according to the latest USA
Today/Gallup Poll (15—ase9
too) does he have a Plan B
in case Mania wins the
nomination? 'It's the %Artie
plan.' he said, "The electoral
map is roughly the same for
Hillary Clinton and Barack
Obama." But this time, he
said. Republicans can't afford
to allow the election to
come down to one state AS
occurred in 2000 (Honda)
and 2004 (Ohio). He thinks
he can compete better in
states that are close and
even where Democrats are
strong. particularly in the
Northeast and Midwest.
On personal matters, such
as his three inamages. Giuliani says he should be
judged on his ability to do
the job. He mentions that
some of our greatest presidents had personal failings.
True, but let's see if he can
sell that to the 'values voters • If Hillary Clinton is the
nominee, he might Possibly
less so if its ()barna.

DES MOINES (AP) —
Call it the duck analogy:
Tuesday's Democratic debate,
coming amid an intensifying
effort to win Iowa's first
voting ciucuses, made the
presidential contest seem
calm on the surface even as
the campaigns are paddling
feverishly below.
In the two-hour debate
broadcast on NPR, seven
candidates politely discussed
the U.S. relationship with
China. inumgration policy
and how to deal with Iran
in light of new intelligence
information indicating that
the country halted its nuclear
program in late 2003 and
has shown no signs of
resuming.
Each also managed to
show off particular expertise.
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee Chairman- Joe
Biden demonstrated his mastery of international affairs:
John Edwards displayed a
fluency with trade matters.
But the focus for roost
political observers remained
on Hillary Rodham Clinton
and Barack °barna. who
have stepped up a bitter war
of words as polling has
showed °barna opening up a
slight lead in Iowa.
In this fort-nat. the two
chose to put aside their
tough talk and generally
found common ground on
roost topics. Clinton even
said — "1 agree with
Barack" — at certain points,
such as on the question of
whether U.S. citizens should

Clinton ahead in pivotal voting states
San Hillary Clinton has built solid support among Democratic

trie three early-voting states
WhiCh one of the following Democratic candidates
would be your first choice for president?
National
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NH
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turn illegal immigrants over
to law enforcement.
Obama, in turn, toned
down his criticism of Clinton's Senate vote in September declaring the Iranian
Revolutionary Guard a terrorist organization even as
Edwards. Biden and Chris
Dodd said the vote had
amounted to a step toward
war.
"They largely pulled their
punches because they realize
that escalating a tit-for-tat
mudfest presents risks all
around.- Democratic strategist
Dan Newman said. -The risk
for Clinton is that it's difficult to sling mud without
getting a bit dirty yourself.
And Obama needs to walk
the tightrope of proving he's
tough enough to defend himself, while not being pulled
into an ugly back and forth."

Indeed, the exchange over
Clinton's Iran vote was the
only contentious moment in
the forum, and it drew much
less acrimony than it had in
past debates.
Clinton and Edwards tangled directly over the matter.
with Edwards questioning
how her vote matched her
stated commitment to diplomacy with Iran and Clinton
dismissing the criticism as an
"outlandish" political charge.
The New York senator
also noted that Obama told a
newspaper in 2004 that he
would even consider a missile strike against Iran to
take out its nuclear capacity,
but Obama said only that
her reference to the interview
was "a bit misleading."
Nevertheless, the dialogue
between the two leading candidates bore little resem-

blance to the campaign as it
has played out in Iowa in
recent days.
Earlier Tuesday, Clinton
campaign manager Patti Solis.
:.
Doyle sent an e-mail to supporters accusing the Obama
camp of placing negative
phone calls about the New
York senator to voters in
Iowa and New Hampshire. .
Solis Doyle referred to the
practice as "dirty tricks,"
while the Obama campaign
responded by calling the
accusation a "falsehood—
designed to smear Obama's
character.
Moments before the
debate began, Ellen Malcolm.
a prominent Clinton support- er and president of EMILY's
List, which supports women
candidates who back abortion
rights, held a news conference in which she argued
that Obama had not been
•
forceful enough as a senator
or Illinois state legislator in
defending abortion rights.
Anticipating that criticism,
the Obama campaign emailed reporters the names
of abortion rights activists
who said Clinton had done
little to defeat a South
Dakota ballot initiative that
would have made abortion
illegal in the state. Obama •
campaigned against the measure and helped fund the
campaign to defeat it. they
said.
Beth Fouhy covers presidential politics for The Associated Press.
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Democratic presidential hopefuls, from left, Sen Hillary Rodham Clinton, D-N.Y., former Alaska
Sen. Mike Gravel, Sen. Barn
Obama,
Sen Chris Dodd, D-Conn., Sen Joe &den, D-Del., former North Carolina Sen. John
Edwards, and Rep.
Kuanich. D-Ohto, wait for the start of the National Public Radio debate Tuesday at the State
Historical Museum in Des Moineif
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Obituaries
O'Brian Keith Payne
O'Bnan Keith Payne, 16, Murray, died Wednesday, Dec.
5, 2007,
at Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn. His
death was from
injuries sustained in an accident on Nov. 30 in
Murray. A junior at Murray High School, he was a
member of Second Christian Church, Mayfield.
He was born Feb. 15, 1991.
Survivors include his mother, Marva M. Payne,
and brother, Freddie D. Payne, both of Murray; his
father, Phillip Boyd, Camden, Tenn. The funeral
will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Murray High
School. Pastor Dennis Gray will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Murray City Cemetery with
arrangements by Churchill-Imes Family Funeral
Payne
Home. Visitation will be at the school from 5 to 8
p.m. Tuesday. Online condolences may be sent to
w w wimesmiller.coM

Christopher Stephen McCormack

Christopher Stephen McCormack, 52, Douglas Road, Murray,
died Thursday, Dec. 6, 2007, at 12:15 p.m. at his home.
BlalockC'oleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Online condolences may be sent to www.yorkfuneralhom
e.com

Mrs. Vivian Sykes
Mrs. Vivian Sykes, 90, Henry Street, Murray, died Thursday,
Dec. 6, 2007, at 3:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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The funeral for Ms. Sheila Jo Roberts will be Saturday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Milner & Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. Rev. Gary
Elrod will officiate. Burial will follow at 3:30 p.m. in the Hicks
Cemetery in Calloway County. Visitation will be at the funeral home
after 5 p.m. today (Friday). Expressions of sympathy may be made
it:I...Journey Church, 4750 Metropolis Lake Rd., West Paducah, KY
43086.
: Ms. Roberts, 57, Paducah, died Tuesday, Dec. 4, 2007, at 10:01
pin. at her home. A teacher at Draughon's Junior College, she had
wt.:irked 25+ years as a paralegal for attorneys, Tom Osborne, Jim
Harris and Burton Washburn. A licensed Realtor since August of
1496, she was a founding member of Thomas Smith Real Estate.
Site was a member of Paducah Board of Realtors, Kentucky
Association of Realtors and National Association of Realtors. For
the past four years, she had chaired the fair housing committee for
the Paducah Board of Realtors. She was a member of Journey
Church in West Paducah.
She was the daughter of the late Ira Wade Roberts and Mary Ruth
Houston Roberts.Survivors include two sons, Jay B. Suiter,
Paducah, and John R. Kelso and wife, Bobbie June, Murray; one
grandchild, Jarrett Wade Kelso, one brother, Fred Roberts and wife.
Phyllis, one niece, Mrs. Lori Sheridan and husband, Chris, and one
nephew, Ray Roberts and wife. Cheryl, all of Murray.

Mrs. Lena Weldon Solomon
The funeral for Mrs. Lena Weldon Solomoa will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Mike Weber
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Benton Cemetery. Visitation
will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday). Expressions
of sympathy may be made to Britthaven Nursing and Rehabilitation.
Benton, KY 42025.
Mrs. Solomon, 96, Jesse Street. Benton. died Tuesday, Dec. 4,
2007, at 8 p.m. at Britthaven of Benton. A homemaker, she was a
member of First Christian Church of Benton. Preceding her in death
were her husband, A. Leighton Solomon,one son,Jim Solomon, her
parents, Jim Morgan and Annie S. Parks Morgan, three brothers.
ildstaiallilialgai, Joe Farb* Morgan and James Robert Morgan, and
two sisters, Linda Morgan Hensley and Luberth Pletz.
Survivors include one son, Weldon Solomon and wife, Dorsey,
one daughter, Mrs. Ann Cromwell, and one daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Beverly Riley Solomon, all of Benton; one sister, Mrs. Susan Chase,
Edison. N.J.: five grandsons. Todd and John Solomon, both of
Benton, Chad Cromwell, Primm Springs, Tenn., Kyle Cromwell,
Germantown, Tenn., and Shane Solomon, Paducah., eight greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Ronnie Litchfield
The funeral for Mrs. Nonnie Litchfield will be Saturday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Glenn Cope
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Litchfield Cemetery in Trigg
County. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice Preventive
Care of Central Kentucky. P.O. Box 2149, Elizabethtown, KY
42702, or Marshall County Caring Need Line, 307 Main St.,
Benton, KY 42025, or Hamlet Baptist Church, 3923 Eggners Ferry
Rd., Benton, KY 42025.
Mrs. Litchfield, 88. Ky. Hwy. 68 East, Benton, died Tuesday.
Dec. 4, 2007. at 6:40 p.m. in Clarkson. A retired waitress for
Kenlake Marina. she was a member of Hamlet Baptist Church and
of Clark Homemakers. Preceding her in death were her husband,
Woodrow Litchfield, one grandchild, Darrel Washburn, her parents,
Adison Joiner and Etna Compton Joiner, one brother and one sister.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Fneda Litchfield Dukes.
Benton, and Mrs. Janis Litchfield Washburn, Wichita, Kan.., one son,
Woodrow Litchfield Jr.. Clarkson; five grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren.

Paid Obituary

i
cerald (Too) Raspbeny

t: The funeral for Gerald(Tojo) Raspberry was today (Friday) at II
amt, in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Sammy
tqlmningham officiated.
e. Pallbearers were Bud Raspberry. Terry Raspberry. Geno
enberg. Ray Powers. David Lassiter and Randy Lassiter, active;
Joe Crutcher, Joe Thompson and Steve Furgerson, honorary. Burial
syas in the Macedonia Cemetery.
'.Expressions of sympathy may be made to Relay For Life, do Pat
Ltimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071.
.,, Mr. Raspberry, 73, Osborne Road, Hazel, died Thesday. Dec. 4,
4)07, at 11:50 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
r, A retired farmer and carpenter. he was of Baptist faith. Born May
7$ 1934, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Hubert
pberry and Gladys Hendricks Raspberry. Also preceding him in
th were one sister, Patsy Stenburg, and five brothers. James,
gh Donald. Fancy. Randall and Billie Raspberry.
. Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Shirley Raspberry; one daughter, Mrs. Vickie Powers and husband, Ray. Murray; three sons. Tony
Raspberry and wife, Cheryl, Gary Raspberry and Jeff Raspberry.
apd one sister. Mrs. Faye Lassiter. all of Hazel; one brother, Joe Max
Raspberry and wife. Bonnie. Murray: three grandchildren. Adam
lierndon. Buchanan, Tenn.. Megan Oliver and husband. Daniel,
Murray. and Austin Raspberry. Hazel.
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Democrats signal partial retreat on Iraq funding

WASHINGTON (API —
Democrats controlling Congress
sent the most explicit signals yet
on Thursday that they are
resigned to providing additional
funding for the war in Iraq
before Congress adjourns for the
year.
Conceding that President
Bush is in a strong position as
Congress seeks to wrap up its
work, Democrats are cooking up
a pre-Christmas endgame that
would deliver tens of billions of
dollars for operations in Iraq and
Afghanistan on conditions
acceptable to the White House.
The Iraq funding Would ultimately be attached by Bush's
Senate GOP allies to a $500 billion-plus "omnibus" appropriations bill taking shape in closeddoor talks. That's the only way
they would let the measure
advance through the Senate.
House Democratic leaders,
though hardly enthusiastic about
the idea, recognize it is the only
way for Democrats to have a
chance to wrap up their longunfinished budget work and
adjourn just before Christmas.

"I anticipate at some point in
time that will be the case," said
House Majority Leader Steny
Hoyer, D-Md., when asked if
Congress would ultimately vote
on Iraq funding without a
timetable for withdrawing U.S.
troops.
Hoyer
acknowledged
Democrats are considering a
legislative two-step in which the
House would initially pass the
catch-all spending bill next
week without Iraq funding
attached. But the Senate would
add the money — as the only
way to avoid a GOP filibuster —
and House Democrats would
reluctantly accept it.
Such a solution would prevent weeks of Democrat-bashing by Bush for failing to provide additional money for U.S.
troops in harm's way in Iraq.
Under a bill that Democrats
passed through the House last
month, Bush would get $50 billion for Iraq and Afghanistan
operations, but only if he agrees
to strings such as setting a Dec.
15, 2008 target date for withdrawing combat forces. Bush

has sought a total of $196 billion
for the budget year that began
Oct. 1, but Republicans are
resigned to winning far less
now; a recent Senate GOP plan
was for a $70 billion infusion.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi,
D-Calif., would not concede
Thursday that Democrats would
go along with new Iraq money.
She instead suggested that
Democrats would provide additional money for Afghanistan
operations and some domestic
military requirements.
Perhaps $30 billion is at
issue, but under Pentagon
arersiinting rules, _ some of the
funds could be used to support
Iraq troop deployments, with the
aim of easing financial strains at
the Pentagon that threaten civilian Pentagon contractors with
pre-Christmas warnings of
February layoffs.
Hoyer's concession came in a
Thursday
afternoon
floor
exchange with GOP Whip Roy
Blunt of Missouri. House
Republicans, led by Blunt and
Minority Leader John Boehner
of Ohio, are urging the president

to take a hard line in his dealings
with Democrats over Iraq and
the remaining budget bills.
GOP leaders promise that
Republicans will sustain any
veto of a Democratic spending
bill, and they came away from a
White House meeting Tuesday
optimistic that Bush would stick
to his position.
"I am confident that the president is going to.. . hold the line
on spending and hold it firm,"
Boehner said.
-This is the spending fight
we've anticipated all year,"
Blunt said. -There's no reason to
lay down a winning hand."
In the Senate, leaders in both
parties are trying for an oldfashioned deal on a catch-all
measure that would allow both
sides to claim victory. Bush's
chief of staff, Joshua Bolten,
met Wednesday with top congressional leaders, including
Hoyer, Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid, D-Nev., and GOP
Leader Mitch McConnell of
Kentucky.

Senate bill blocks alternative minimum tax increase
WASHINGTON (AP)— The
Senate voted Thursday to block
a looming tax increase averaging $2,000 for millions of taxpayers after twarting a plan to
also raise taxes on investors.
The Senate bill, passed 88-5,
provides a one-year fix for the
alternative minimum tax but
without matching the cost of the
tax relief with new tax revenues.
Without the fix, an estimated 25
million people would be subject
to the higher AMT tax, up from
4 million in 2006.
The Senate vote puts it at
odds with the House, where
Democratic leaders, under a
principle of not adding to the
nation's multi-trillion dollar
national debt, demanded that the
AMT fix be paid for. Last
month, the House passed legislation matching the AMT fix and
other tax cuts with about $80
billion in new tax revenues.
Senate Finance Committee
Chairman Max Baucus, DMont., said it was not his first
choice to pass an unpaid-for bill
but "this is our best choice.- He
said 12 million people in the
$100,000 to $200,000 income
level alone would be hit by the
AMT without the fix, and "we
need to stop that from happen-

The bill now goes back to the
House, where Rep. Charles
Rangel, D-N.Y., chairman of the
tax-writing Ways and Means
Committee, suggested making
up the difference by closing a
loophole on offshore funds that
now escape taxation.
Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid, D-Nev., said after
the vote that he had heard the
House would accept the Senate
version. But Rangel said the
House would "give the Senate
another chance to do the right
thing and pass responsible AMT
relief."
The White House, in a statement, praised the Senate action.
"We encourage the House of
Representatives to swiftly pass
this bill to stop this tax increase
and to prevent a costly delay in
refunds."
Earlier Thursday, Senate
Republicans united in stopping
the Senate from moving to the
House-passed bill. The vote was
48-46 against beginning debate
on the House bill, 14 short of the
60 needed:
The Finance Committee's top
Republican, Charles Grassley of
Iowa, said it was time for
Democrats to abandon their

'Service Affer Sale

"PayGo obsession," referring to
the "pay-as-you-go" principle
that tax cuts or spending increases should be paid for so as not to
add to the federal deficit. With
the "clean" AMT bill, "the
Senate Democratic leadership
seems to realize that the AMT
should not be offset," he said.
House Democratic leaders
throughout the day Thursday
reaffirmed their commitment to
PayGo. Republicans, said House
Majority Leader Steny Hoyer,
"complain that we pay for this
legislation by closing tax loopholes.
Their solution? Just add the
costs of the AMT fix ($50 billion) to the deficit and national
debt. I absolutely reject this fiscally irresponsible approach."
Without
congressional
action, the IRS, unsure of the
final status of the tax, says it
may have to postpone the pro-

cessing of returns scheduled to
begin in mid-January. That
could mean delays for millions
of people waiting for income tax
refunds worth billions of dollars.
The tax agency says it will take
about seven weeks after the tax
is revised to reprogram and test
forms reflecting the changes.
For weeks, Democrats and
Republicans have blamed the
intransigence of the other party
for the delay. "The Democrats''
unprecedented and indefensible
delay on this commonsense
solution means the filing season '
will already be disrupted,"'
Senate Republican leader Mitch '
McConnell, R-Ky., said.
-They find it offensive to
have to pay for these tax cuts,"
Reid said of Republicans. 'This
is a $50 billion patch. Shouldn't
it be paid for?"
The answer is obviously ,
yes."'
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Special events scheduled
by Paducah Symphony
"Holiday Pops" will be presented by the
Paducah Symphony Chorus and Paducah
POPS on Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at the
Luther F. Carson Center,Paducah.The audience can sing along with vocalist Abby Burke.
Also Saturday at 11 a.m. the Paducah
Symphony Orchestra and the Paducah Symphony Children's chorus will present "Twas
the Night Before Christmas" on stage at
the center. Liz Conklin of Murray is one
of the professional violinists for the symJots
phony orchestra. This will be a special
Datebook event
for families with children.
By Jo Buriteen
For more information and tickets call
Community
1-270444-0065.
Editor

No driver's tests this month

Linda Avery, Calloway Circuit Court Clerk has announced
that there will be no driver's testing on Tuesday as this has
been declared a state holiday for the inauguration of Gov.
Steve Beshear therefore the KSP Examiners will not be working on Tuesday. Because there is a full court docket for Dec.
II, the clerk's office will be open and District Court will be
in session. The clerk's office will be open as usual from 8
am. to 5:30 p.m.
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from Murray Electric receiving awards.

Media earn awards for Relay efforts
Special to the Ledger
Several awards were presented at the recent Relay For
Life of Calloway County Kickoff One group was media
awards. Those receiving the
Relay For Life of Calloway
County 2007 Media Awards
were:" Beacon (il Hope Award
Froggy _l03. Murray Electric & Murray Ledger: and
Lighthouse Award to Murray
Electric and the Murray Ledger
&
Relay For Life of Calloway.
County had three recipients of
the Beacon of Hope Award for

Media Excellence in Kentucky
presented by the American Cancer Society's Mid-South Division. This award recognizes
both print and electronic media
whose in-kind contribution(s)
amounted to $10.000 or more
during the fiscal year.
The Calloway County recipients were Froggy 103. Murray Electric and the Murray
Ledger & Times.
Relay For Life of Calloway
County had two recipients of
the Lighthouse Award for Media
Excellence in Kentucky presented by the American Cancer

Society's Mid-South Division.
Murray Electric received first
place honors for best media
support by a television station
in the category of Kentucky
Non-Metro Markets. This award
recognizes outstanding examples of television sponsorship,
stones, and guest appearances
that capture the spirit and work
of the American Cancer Society. This category includes network affiliated television stations, independent television
stations and cable television
stations.
The Murray. Ledger & Times

()veld Weminder.v
The following is a reminder of an event planned tor the
Ledger
kotning vied, dial was reLently published in thc Mut ral,
liner
Mr. and Mrs. Bill, Ray Miller 01 Hardin are observing
their 50th wedding annisersary today. Friday. Dec. 7. 2007. A
small family dinner will hc held in honor of the occasion.

Kiwanis holding
Christmas tree sale
!he Kovams Club or Mur
presently selling Christ

Theatres
100$ Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU DEC 13
moviesinmurray.com
Enchanted
PG 1.25 345 - 7:00 - 9:15

trees which are Scotch
pines from northern Indiana at
the lot on North 12th Street
between Arby's and Boone's.
The lot is open from noon to
6 p.m. dunng the week and
until 6 p.m. on Fnday and
Saturday. The money raised
from this protect helps the children in the community.
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• Bridal Couples:.

Mr. Magorium's

Paige Edwards
& Madison Taylor
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American Gangster
August Rush
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ON SAT & SUN ONLY

The Golden Compass
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Fred Claus
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The Mist
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1.ast Chance!

SUBSCRIUE
Our Lab has extended
our session dates to Dec 13th!
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Dr. Chris Mitchell. baritone
vocalist. and A. Matthew Mazzoni, pianist. from the Music
Department of Murray State
University. will entertain at the
annual Christmas dinner of the,
Murray Lions Club to be held
at Kenlake State Resort Piirk
on Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
Everett L. Craig, chairperson of the event, said "Dr.
Mitchell has performed in over
20 roles in opera and musical
theaatre and has been a regional finalist in the Metropolitan
Opera's National Council Auditions."
Mitchell received his bachelor of arts in vocal music
education from Michigan State
University and his master of
music and doctorate of music
from Honda State University.
He joined the Murray State
music faculty in 2007 having
previously served on the faculty of the University South

'

.•••••

Santa will be at his house on the downtown courtsquare on
Saturday from noon to 3 p.m. to visit with children for their
Christmas wishes. This is sponsored by Murray Main Street.

Lodge Family Night Saturday

Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 of Hazel will have its
annual Family Night Saturday at 6 p.m. at the Harmon WOW
Hall, Murray. The meal will be fully catered and Santa will
make a visit. For more information call 492-8662.

MSU Horticulture has poinsettias

Murray State University is selling poinsettias at the Pullen
Farm Greenhouse, comer of Hickory and Locust Streets, Murray. Hours for Saturday are 9 a.m. to noon, but call for hours
during the week. For information call 767-0467

Special luncheon Saturday

The annual Widows' and Widowers' luncheon will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at the Glendale Road Church of Christ. A
time of fellowship will follow. Anyone needing transportation
is asked to call the church office at 753-3714.

Ruling Star Lodge has fundraiser

Ruling Star Lodge will be selling ribs at $13 a slab and
whole chickens at $6 as a fundraiser on Saturday from 10
a.m. to I p.m. at 210 Walnut St.. behind Murray Supply.

ay
'Breakfast with Santa' Saturd
Woman's

Club will
The Sigma Department of the Murray
host "Breakfast with Santa" on Saturday from 9:30 to 11:30
a.m. at the club house. The cost is $5 per person and includes
breakfast, picture with Santa, crafts and games. For tickets,
call 752-7684 or any member of the Sigma Department.

ser
Kirk.sey Relay for Life plansforfundrai
Life team will
Dr. Chris Mitchell
Dakota. Dr. Mitchell lives in
Murray with his wife. Elaine.
and children. Sam and Lucy.
Reservations will be required
for the dinner and can be made
by calling Craig at 753-3317.

Kirksey United Methodist Church Relay
have a rebate day all day on Sunday at Captain D's. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team
rebate.

Kappa Tour of Homes SundayKappa

DepartThe annual Kappa Tour of Homes by the
ment of MWC will be Sunday from I to 4 p.m. at the homes
of Larry and Teresa Enoch, 804 Olive St., Nathan and Kendra
Higdon, 103 Saratoga Dr., Steven and Richard Reed, 311 North
5th St., and Rickie and Christi Spann, 122 Saratoga Dr. Tickets are $7 in advance or $8 on the tour.

Seniors plan bowling

Mr. And Mrs Aaron Robert
Perkins, Quail Creek Dnve.
Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Olivia Mane Perkins.
born on Saturday, Oct. 20,
2007. at 1:21 a.m. at Murray Calloway County Hospital
The baby weighed 6 pounds
4 ounces and measured 19.5
inches. The mother is the former Penny Roberts. A sister
is Makenna Perkins.
Grandparents are George and
Brenda Roberts. Bobby and
Jouella Perkins. Sue Cash and
Robbie Bucy.
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Santa to be at house

Church
The Phebian Sunday School Class of First
Gate.
will have a brunch Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at The Garden
is
Moore
Martha
charge.
in
are
group
her
and
Linda Clark
Ruth
Anna
teacher.
assistant
class teacher with Norma Walls as
Harris is class president.

$7.00
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Toppings
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Rai 160
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Calloway county Republicans will meet Monday at 7 p.m.
at the Calloway County Public Library. All interested persons
are invited to help plan for the year's activities.

Phebian Class event Saturday Baptist

Olivia Marie
Perkins

Rebecca Spark,
& Brett Sorrell.

•

Mitchell and Mazzoni will
present musi• c for Lions Club

.r2nouncerrien/

Meghan King
& Patrick Clark

•- 315 - 9.10
PG • 12 55 :120 • 715 - 9735
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM

•

received second place honors
for best media support in the
category of Kentucky NonMetro Markets. This award recognizes outstanding examples
of print sponsorship, stones, and
public service announcements
that capture the spirit and work
of the American Cancer Society. This category includes
daily, weekly, monthly newspapers, magazines, university
or corporate publications, elec(online)
tronic
publications/periodicals.

Republicans to meet Monday

817 COUNIVER ROAD • 762-0442

Seniors bowl at Corvette Lanes on Wednesday and Friday.
This is not a league, but bowlers will get a discount price.
Persons may sign up at 1:30 p.m.. bowl at I p.m. and be
home by 4 p.m. For more information call Nancy Rubin at
474-8366.

MHS Class of 1988 plans reunion

The Murray High School class of 1988 is currently making
plans for a 20-year reunion. All class members should e-mail
their contact information to David McDowell at david.mcdowell@murrayskyschools.us or by visiting the alumni-reunion section of the Murray City Schools web page.
s
Tryouts
Tout

for team on Sunday

Volleyball team tryouts will be Sunday at Murray
State University Can health building. Girls' team. ages U12U17 is open to the entire region. Prospective players must
send e-mail to jfletcher@newwavecomm.net for information
package. Additional information can be found at www.k-vC.COM

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastward Baptist Church.
For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo

Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Glory Bound will be tonight

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
from 710 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will be Kevin
Crawford and As One. 'Mere is no admission charge, but items
for Need Line will be accepted. For more information call Joe
Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick
Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-boundriltotmail.com.

Tines
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Writer's Potpourri will be Saturday
at Calloway County Public Library
I can't get in gear.
I want to weep,
I just don't sleep

Writer's
Potpourri
will be Sat-

urday
at
9:30 a.m. at
the
Calloway
County Public Library.
All interested writers
Writer's are invited.
Potpourri
Wilma
Wilma Sanders, Sanders,
Director
director, has
released
some of the poems written by
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FIVE GENERATIONS: Pictured from left, standing, are Peggy Adkins and her daughter,
Rhonda Rowland, seated, are Cassidy, daughter of Rhonda, Jean and James Fielder of
Murray holding baby James, son of Cassidy, making five generations. James was born on Oct.
8, the birthday of his great-great-grandfather, James Fielder. Not pictured is Christie
Thomasson of Murray, present for the event in Missouri with the Adkins family.

Fundraiser
being held
for WATCH

Christmas time sure can't
be spent with a dime
not anymore
now it's more a bore
Years ago, You had
less money
But you had a better time
Baking cookies
with the kids
wrapping presents
shopping here
and there
Stuffed Santas
and bears
Dolls, cars
trucks, trains
It's not the same.

Sleep Elusiveness
By Dorothy Locke Inman

Modem Woodmen of America will match up to 52,500
as a special fund-raising project for WATCH (Work Activities Training Center for the
Handicapped) through Dec. 28,
2007.
Anyone wishing to donate
aluminum cans can drop them
off in the wagon located in
the parking lot at 702 Main
St. any time day or night.
Aluminum recycling is also
Photo provided
an ongoing fund-raising projJeff Morehead, left, representative from Modern Woodmen of
ect for WATCH.
Jeff &too:head._ cepFescata- America. gives Mary Ruth Saywell and Deanne Morehead,
rive from Modem Woodmen, ,representatives'M WATCH, assisistance in tossing aluminum
announced the special project cans into the WATCH wagon.
- --—

I can't sleep,
I will repeat
I can't sleep.
That's not neat.
What will I reap?
When I can't sleep.
I always fear

a
Ope
Ear

No One In the Driver's Seat
By Danyelle Clark
Someone told me
I should put this
nightmare into a poem.
So here it is, so enjoy.
In this dream
Some friends and I
went for a dove
to the store.
My friends got out
but before I could
the doors shut
and the car started to
speed down the streets.
I looked around and saw
no one in the driver's seat.
When this ride
came to an end
The doors opened
and my fhends got in.
The Mountain

By Lashell Jones
Tall tall mountains reaching
for the sky.
Tall tall hills reaching for
the trees.
Tall houses reaching for the
roof.
We are as small as a mountain
So we look like an ant to
the mountain.
We are as small as a hill
So we are like a mouse te a
hill.
We are as small as a house
So we look like a bike to a
house.
A Lot of Changes
By Stephanie Cunningham
From Pony Express, to picking up
your mail at the General

Store,
to mail delivery to your
home'
From making and taking
phone
calls at the General Store, to
having phones in your house,
some houses, not until the
war

In 1941, other houses in
later
years! Let's not forget the
cell
phones which most people
have!
The many trips from Earth
to
the Moon! And One day
Mars!
Hershey kisses were invented
in 1907, which make them
100
this year. They are not
alone!
If my grandmother had of
lived
to see Dec. 11, 2007, she
too
would be 100! Happy Birthday
Muh! You have seen a lot
of
changes over the years!

Signs Of the Season
By Wilma J. Sanders
Lights are twinkling merrily
The streets are all aglow
The signs of the season
Wherever we may go
Candles, wreaths and angels
Along each city street
Shoppers in a hurry
The deadline try to beat
Songs are about a miracle
Of our blessed Savior's birth
The Messiah born in Bethlehem
When God came down to
earth.

The BIGGEST
Christmas
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STUDENTS NAMED: Calloway County Middle School has selected the seventh grade
"Students of the Month" for November who are, from left, Faith Hooper, Tyler
Schanbacher, Hugh Paschall and Keisha Orr. The teachers selected these students for their
outstanding characther and for the dedication to the success of the school.
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Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meeting at 615
South 12th St., in the Southside Shopping Center behind
Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as
follows: Sunday, 4 p.m.. closed.
no smoking, !2 & 12 Study:
Monday, 6 p.m. closed, no
smoking, 8 p.m. open; Tuesday, 8 p.m. closed, no smoking: Wednesday, 11 a.m. closed.

no smoking, 6 p.m.. closed,
ladies meeting, 8 p.m., smoking: Thursday. 8 p.m. open,
smoking; Friday, 8 p.m. open.
smoking: Friday, 8 p.m. open,
smoking, new comers: Satur-

program,
st Church
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Men's Sweaters
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MUMS' Novelty
Jackets
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60% off

Junior's Fashion
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES

to

0
wwW•a8141111111111111
MT.CARMEL

ASVOITEIS

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 9700•m
Sat 10 15• m
i...1

NT. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1:14 Ms.fteid Higbee,. 13•11100. KY 4nkt6
27th 677411Sin
1000•m
sen los
Yes. Ds, ...moms redact tan Neter 262-33841

APOWSLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
10 00• m
Sunda c
6 45 p m
6 45 p m
Thursday

Lt/NE OAK PRIMITIVE
200 pm
lit Sunday
200 p in
3rd Sunda)
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10:50•in
Morning Worship
6:00 p m
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
9 30 a in
Sunday School
II 00• m
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
II 00 is in
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
NORTH/MDR
1000•in
Morning Worship
600 p in
Evening Worship

ASSOMISII W
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Morning Worship 10 30 am
Evening Worship 600 p in
7 00 p m
Wednesda) Bible Study

11f4aI)
,

sAlPrisir
BIAK/D RIVER
11 00•in
morning Worship
60)) p in
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10• m
sunday School
11 am & 6 pm
Worship
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9 45 a in
sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Services
6 00 pm
Evening Services

Enjoy the Journey
We recently made a car trip that
was about ten hours long. The
first eight hours were traveled on
highways and thruways, with all
of the traffic and large trucks one
could imagine. The last two hours
were spent on country roads
where we could drive at a much
more relaxed speed. Needless to
say, the last part of our trip was
much more enjoyable and scenic.
In our modern world, everything
moves at such a fast pace that we
don't often get a chance to enjoy
the journey. Anticipation, desire
and patience seem to be lacking in
our busy world; they have been replaced by instant
gratification. We can go across the country in a matter
of hours, prepare a meal in a matter of minutes, and
even purchase any expensive item we desire without
waiting until we have the money. The old phrase
"stop and smell the roses" should apply to every part
of our lives. If we are not enjoying the journey, we are
missing out on something special. If we leave God out
of our journey of life, we are also missing out on
something special. Perhaps when we do arrive at our
final destination, we may regret that we didn't take
the time to really appreciate and observe God's love.

• NEW PROVIDENCE
10 00• m
Sknday School
11•m &Apm
Worship
OAK GROVE
10 a in
Sunday School
11 am 1117 pm
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
10 00• m
Sunday School
11 00 a in
Preaching
5 30 p an
Prayer Service
6 00 p in
Church
POPLAR SPRING
10 a m
Sunday School
Worstup 845 am & 11 am & 6 pm.

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
630 p in
Wednesday Service
10-00• m
Sunday School
11 00• m
Worship Service
6 00 p m
Sunda) Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
9 00• m
Sunda) School
It) 00 a ni & 6 00 p m
Worship
5 00 p in
Ihiscipleship Training
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
10 00 a m
Sunday Sihool
11 00• m
Morning Worship
600 p in
Afternoon Worship
Wed Bible Study & Youth 700 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
11 00 am
Morning Worship
600 p m
Evening Worship
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
1000 a vi
inch. School
1100am k600 pm
Worship
7 00 p m
Wedneoday
FIRST BAPTIST
45 • in
inday School
Worship IS 30 & 10 55 • m & 6 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
10 00• m
sunday School
11 00• ni
Morning Worship
6 45 p m
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
930 am
Sunday School 10 45• m
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9 30• m
--unday Sch,y,1
10 45 •rn & 6 pm
Worship

SALEM BAPTIST
930• m
Sunday School
1030•m & 6 pm
Worship
700 pm
Wed Night Bible Study
secn-rs GROVE
9.45•in
Sunday School
10 46 a m
Worship Service
00 p m
6
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7 00 pm
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat 6 p m -10 p m
Awakening
SINKING SPRING
10•in
Sunday School
Ilam & 6pm
Worship
7 p in
Wednesday
SOUTH MARSHALL
10•in
Sunday School
Ilam.630pm
Worship
7 pm
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
900 a m
Sunday School
10 a in
Worship Services
6 p in
Ihscipleatup Training
ST. JOHN
Sunda y School
Morning Worship

Make me to know thy ways,0 Lord;
teach me thy paths.
R.S.V. Psalm 25:4

9 30• m
11 •in

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
930• m
Sunday School
10- 15• in
Morning Worship
6.00 p m
Evening Worship
7-00 p m
Wed Bible Study
DEXTER
930 a m
Sunday School
1030 am & 600pm
Worship
7 00 p in
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
00 a m
10
Sunday School
11:00•in
Mornusg Worship
600 p m
Sunday Night
7 00 p m
Wednesday Night
GREEN PLAIN
10.00• m
Bible Studs
10 45 a m
Morning Servo,6 00 p m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday Worship

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10• m
Sunday School
11 am &6pm
Wo
Worship
7 p in
Wednesday
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10•in
Sunday School
11am &Iipm
Warship
7pm
Wednesday

CATIISIDIC
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
4 00 p in
Saturday Maus
1030. in
Sunday Masa
WT. LEO CATHOLJC CHURCH
6 00 p m
Saturday Masa
Pam & 11 • m
Sunday Maaare

HILLTOP BAPTIST
10 00• m
Sunday School
Worship Service 11 00 a in & 6 p m
7 00 p in
Wednesday

CIEUMAS
AURORA CHRISTIAN
11 am &fipm
Worship
10. In
Bible Studs Sunday
7pm
Bible Studs Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9-00
Sunday School
10 15 a
Worship Service
MURRAY(MERMAN FELLOWSHIP
9 30• in
Bible School
10 30• m
Worship
1100 p in
Evening Service

KIRKS= Barran
11 00• m
5 30-7 30 p m
5 4.5 p m
630 pm

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10 00•rn
Sunday School
II a iv & 600 p m
Preaching
7 00 p m
Wednesday Night
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
10 00• m
Sunday School
11 • m &
Worship
7 Is' ,
Wednesday Worship

MOM 1MC:
Sunday School
Reading Roan Every Wed
2nd Wednesichn

CIVICS

1034).in

12-3 pm
7 30 pm

or CMUST

A1210 CHURCH OF CHRIST
900•m
Bible School
950•in
Morning Worship
pin
Reining Worship

Locum GROVE
1000• m
sunday School
11am & 6 p m
Monung Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday Worship

Worship
Sunday School

SECOND STREET
10.45 a in
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sam.9 am & 6 p.m
Worship
10716 am.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9.00• m
Bible Study
950 a in
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Viorship
7 00 p m
Mid Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
900•in
Sunday Bible Class
10 00• m
Morning Worship
700 pm
Wednesday Night
KIMSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10(51• m
Sunday School
10 50•in
Morning Worship
700 p In
Evening Worship
I Sunday & Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10(Plain
Sunday School
1101)•in
Morning Worship
1301) pm
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
950•m kr:1pm
Worship
9• m
Bible Clasen
7 p in
Wednesday
NET/ PROVIDENCE
9-00 am
Bible Study
1000 am 111600pin
Worship
7 00 p m
Wed Bible Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
10 45• m
Morning Worship
600 p in
Evening Worship

UNION GROVE
1050 a.m
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9:00 am
-Bible Clairol
1000•m & 5.00pm
Worship
WEST MURRAY
10 50 •.m
Morning Worship
6.00 pm
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9 00 •.m
Morning
6.00 p m
Evening
7-00 p in
Wednesday

SIMIrEMS MIR
SF Willi MT UNITS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10700 a.m.
Sunday Priesthood
1110 a.m
Sunday School
1210 p.m
Sacrament Meeting

SPIIESPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10.30•m
Worship
9:00• m
Sunday School
5:00 p.m
Worship
Sunday
1200 p in
71ieeday

oncptinearr

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1030am
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11 00•m
FREEDOM HOUSE
10 00• m
Sunday School
II 00•m
Worship
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
1000 a m
Worship
Wednesday Home Groups 600 pm

10:00 am.
11:00 a.m.

Worship
Sunday School

SWIM FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7 00 p in
Thursday Night
1000 a.im
Sunday Morning
700 p.m.
Sunday Evening

10700 am
11700 am

PALESTINE UNTTED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship

UNTTT OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p m.
Sunday
7 p.m
Wednesday

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNTTED
9:30 a m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9730 am
Bible School
11.30•. m k 7 p.m
Worship
7 p.m
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 •.m
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
1.7 miles west of Lynn Grove
10:00 am
Sunday School
10745• m
Worship
7-30 p m
Evening Service

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9 00 a an
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Preaching

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Worship 10 30 am &6 p m
and
Praise
7 p in
Wednesday Family Training
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:30 a in
Sundays
7:00 pin
Wednesdays

EMMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10.00 cm.
Sunday School
11 00 dm.
Morning Service
MAIM

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
I4(01 Sycamoy St
10-00 a m 1500 p in
Sundays

MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10145 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
630 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10:00•in
Morning Worship
10:15 a m
Sunday School
11:00 dm
Worship

PINTSCOSTAL

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11:00 a.m
Sunday Morning
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Evening

WITUSES
JEHOVAH'S WTTNESS
9:30 a.m.
Public Talk
10:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study

1.11121CIAll
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
9:00 dm
Bible Study
10:30 a.m.
Worship

BETHEL UNITED
930 a.m
Morning Worship
10730 a.m.
Sunday School
6700 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
COLDWATER
1000 a.m.
Sunda, School
1100 a m.
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
850 a m
Worship Service
950 a.rn.
Sunday School
DICXTERRARDIN UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Contemporary Service
10-00•.in
Bible Study
11 00• m
Regular Worship
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8 45 & 11 a.m.
Worship
9750 a.m.
Sunday School
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
1000•in
Sunday School
11 -00 a m
Worship Service
GOSHEN METHODIST
9:00 •.11).
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m
SunMay School
9-45•.m
Morhing Worship

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
1000 am
Sunday School
11:00 a m 16:00 p.m.
Church
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10-00 a In
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
Worship Service
5,00 pm.
Sunday Night
7-00 p.m
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 -00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
Wed Evening & Youth Service 700 p.m.
WELTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. 16 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
700 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. 17 p.m.
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 p.m.
Saturday Evening
10,30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 a m
Sunday School & Worship
6 p.m.
Evening Winship
Wednesday
NEW CONCORD
10 a in
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun. 6 p m & Wed 7 p in
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10-50• m. & 6 p m.
Worship
7 p in
Worship
Wednesday
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCHNEW CONCORD
10:00 a m
Sunday School
11:00-7:30 pm
Worship Service

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10.00• m
Sunday School
11.00 a.in
Morning Worship
KIMSEY UNITED
1000 a.m
Sunday School
1100. in
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
9.00 a.m
Sunday School
9730 •.m
Morning Worship
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9-00 a.m
Worship Service
10.30•in
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 dm
Sunday School
I I -00 •.m
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 6-30 p.rn.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
930 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 dm.
Sunday School
11:00 am
Worship Service

LINCOLI'4

I till 51 arrant,

Christ who strengthens me.
— Phil. 4:13

ltsrry.11

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273
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Murray Appliance
and TV

CON11134111‘.1

Office Technology Specialists

")Our Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"
212 E. Main

1-800-858-0492
1308 Ilkor Route 45 North

St.• 753-1586

;Itptenale

•Sate.-

Cain's4V
CHRYSLER.DODGE•JEEP tA\
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 7534440
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vos clendale Road • Murray, PO 42071
12701 75,-1355

1LAY
1111 1ER & TIMES

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

(270)753-1214 • www.aiarrayiedger.eon

4/0
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FITTS BLOCK 8
BEADY MIX CO.
Budding Mocha t Reedy Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Mein West

I have fought the good fight, 1
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
— 2 71mothy 4:7
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OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10700 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. 16 p.m.
Worship Service

at

UNITY CUMBERLAND
10-00 am
Sunday School
11 00 a.m & 6 30 p m
Worship

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-.1:3()
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M3-5719

612 S. 9111 St.
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NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
11-00 a.m.
Worship
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Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

CI

MT. HEBRON

KITOSOIST

SUGAR CREEK
10 a m
School
Sunday i
11 am & 6 pm
Worship.
7 p in
Wednesday
WEST FORE
II 00 a m
Morning Worship
700 p in
Wednesday Evening
600 pm
Sunday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
930 asp
Sunday School
1030am & 6 pm
Worship
7pm
Wednesday

BANFF/WM BAPTIST CHURCH
10•m
t4unday Schad
11 am &Pp in
Mt.rnlitg Worship
7 pm
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
m 00, 9 Ci & 10 30• RI
Worship
sun Shoolo pOt1I5 & 10 30• m
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
,
Wednesday Worship
7 p in,
HAZEL BAPTIST
9 30• m
sunday School
s oi •631 pm
10
Worship
5 30 p m
'bomb Training
7 00 p m
yiedn
,
casy Worship

Morning Worship
Awana
Training (non
Evening Worship

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES IN'TERNATIONAL
7pm
Tuesdays Bible Study
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 pin
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 pin

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
17,7 W.Main• Murray •278453-1%2

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Touch
205 S. kb St.• Murray, KY •(2741) 751-9500

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you,I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
— John 14:3
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Local work deals with
hearing message of God

ChurcliBulletins

Various churches have
released information concerning their worship services for
the coming weekend as follows:
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev,
able locally at New Life Christian Bookstore.
By GREG TRAVIS
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will
The audiobook was read by Sutherland's oldStaff Writer
speak about "Repent, For The
Regional author Kent Sutherland has announced est daughter, Michelle Sullivan. The audiobook
Kingdom of Heaven Is At Hand"
the publication of his new book titled "Yes will also be available as a digital download
with scripture from Matthew 3:2
Lord, I'm Listening: Hearing the Voice of God from Ebook and ITunes.
at the 10:30 a.m. Second Sun"I am now doing what I envisioned 20 or
Above the Noise." Sutherland, who returned to
day in Advent Sunday worship
western Kentucky after spending 30 years in 30 years ago. I have always been involved in
service. Sunday School and
Dallas, Texas, said the book was released in church leadership in one way of another," he
Adult Bible Class will be at
remarked. "1 wrote this book
9 a.m.
June.
Goshen United Methodist:
my family - to pass on
of
for
He will be signing copies
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will
what I have learned. The more
his book on December 8 from
speak about "God: More
I got into writing it the more
II a.m. to 2 p.m. at the New
Dependable than the Sunrise"
I learned that it was a meson
Bookstore
Life Christian
with scripture from Isaiah 11:1sage for lots of people.
Murray.
in
square
court
the
10 at the 9 a.m. worship serv"I knew at the beginning of
South
of
graduate
1959
A
the
as
ice with Tom Villafor
that God was doing some2002
and
he
School,
Marshall High
pastor's assistant. Pat and Patrithing, but I didn't fully underPhoto provided ' his wife recently moved back
.
cia Lea will be greeters. Servstand. I was working with a
ing as acolytes will be Eliza- Pictured are Jeff and Regina Palmer with their children, to his boyhood home. After
new start-up company - workbeth Brunn and Teela Etheridge. Daniel, Sarah, and Ethan, who will be special speakers and two years of college, he joined
Children's church will be direct- guests at First Baptist Church on Sunday.
ing and traveling all the time.
the United States Navy, returned
ed by Tina Sexton. April Arnold
But after I returned to Ken23
spent
to college and then
will direct the choir as they
tucky for a visit, I then went
years in full-time preaching
sing "Go, Tell It on the Mounhome to Texas ready to write
ministry. His first church was
tain" with Pat Bninn, Renee
first book. I couldn't stop .
the
1965.
in
Grove
at Hickory
Doyle and Carla Halkias as
I spent about two
writing.
1986
in
career
new
a
began
He
accompanists. Sunday School
day and night."
writing
weeks
in corporate training and human
with Bob West as superintendhe has had
said
d
Sutherlan
from
The
nt,
a.m.
resource manageme
ent will be at 10:15
Book cover lots of positive reactions to
youth and adults of Goshen
which he retired in 2003. He
the book. "I have a second book
and Kirksey churches will meet
has been married for nearly
three
at Goshen at 6 p.m. for movie
have
Jesus' prayer in John 17. It is:
Rose,
wife,
on
his
focuses
and
that
he
and
years
Jeff Palmer, missionary with the International Mission Board, 40
night. The youth will meet in
dren.
look at who the Lord is and
grandchil
positive
seven
very
Suna
and
on
service
children
adult
worship
a.m.
10:55
the
at
will be the speaker
the family fellowship center.
is currently titled 'One' but
third
It
will
his
on
wants.
Regina,
he
wife.
what
He says he is now working
First Baptist Church. He and his
Glendale Road Church of day at
titles. I am also start,
other
facilitator
exploring
service.
workshop
are
we
worship
and
p.m.
6
author
the
an
at
as
speak
career
Christ: John Dale, minister, will
Baptist
Mindanao
the
'Believe Again."
at
en
titled
Journeym
book
as
The Palmers served
ing on my third
while still serving as an evangelist.
speak about "What Shall We
s from 1983-85. From 1989
the
Philippine
in
Center
an "honor and a
Life
was
it
Rural
that
book,
d
new
his
commente
in
d,
He
According to Sutherlan
Do?" with scripture from Acts
to 2007 they have worked at either the Mindanao rural life "Yes Lord, I'm Listening," he proposes a star- privilege" to share his writing through these
worship
a.m.
9
the
at
2:36-42
center or with the Asian Rural Life Development Foundation.
service and about "Sing to the
conclusion that goes beyond assumption. books.
Both organisations have similar purposes, promoting sustain- tling
Lord!" with scripture from IsaSutherland said it was a great feeling to get
Abraham, Moses, Saul of Tarsus
able fanning techniques for the rural Asian farmers, such as Focusing on
will
iah 12:2-5 at the 6 p.m. worbook
the
Christ,
that the publisher had accepted his manJesus
word
with
health
ending
primary
and,
teaching
,
slope farming and vegetable gardening
ship service. Leading the song
unique
a
to
uscript. "It took about eight months from that
draw readers into a spiritual journey
care and to promoting Christian living.
service will be Todd Walker,
have
forever
Palmers
the
changed
be
served,
can
have
phone call until I saw it in print. It was a
they
they
where
where
encounter
In each capacity
associate minister. Also assists
technique
ion
conservat
long and tedious process," he added.
helped local farmers learn good soil
by the divine mission of Jesus.
ing will be Garry Evans.
disand
agricultural practices. Compassion for poor farmers
better
along
and
"come
to
The book is also available at Family Christ
He invites readers
involvement minister, Nick
has blended with the Palmers' passion for souls to cover what it truly means to stand on Holy Book Stores, Amazon.com, the Tate Publishing
Asia
of
Hutchens, youth minister, Jacob meet both physical and spiritual needs.
at,
Ground before the God of Abraham, Isaac and Web site .arid. at Sutherland's Web site
Falwell, Daron Wilson, Jim
Regina is a • registered nurse and has played a ,signiticant
.ong.
www.sohg
Grundy
Jacob."
D'Elia,
Artie
Lawson,
part in training at the rural life centers and in the education
"Yes Lord, I'm Listening" is published by .
, Falwell, Donnie Winchester, of their three children: Daniel, 21, Sarah, 19, and Ethan, 13.
Sutherland said he prays that reading the
and
e
experienc
Bill Looney, Kevin Mack
be
will
spiritual
which
positive
church
Publishing of Oklahoma City, Okla.
"a
Tate
be
the
will
at
book
day
Sunday will be a special
.. Edmond Gamble. A short wor- to continue the emphasis on the World Mission offering, espe- and will challenge you in some way to hear
Sutherland is a member of the University
ship service will be at 5 a.m. cially the portion designated to Lottie Moon offering for fora bit more clearly what our Father wants to Church of Christ in Murray.
and Bible classes at 10:15 a.m. eign missions.
say to all of us who love and follow his Son."
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Only one Sunday morning worship service will be held. A
The book and the audiobook will be availwill
pastor,
Martin Severns.
churchwide luncheon will follow the worship service.
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship servPoplar Spring Baptist: Den- is minister of music with Oneiices. Jeff Prater is minister of nis Norvell, pastor. will speak da White, Sherry Fortner and
music with Misty Williams and about "Joseph, the Neglected Kathy Garrison as accompaKathy Thweatt are accompa- Character in the Christmas nists. Marion, Hale, Kathy Garnists. The Ferguson's and the Story" with scripture from rison and Oneida white will give
sanctuary choir will present Matthew I:1-18-25 at the 8:45 a testimony in music at the
special music at the morning and II a.m. worship services evening hour. Eddie Morris will
services Assisting will be Mason and about "The Protection of give the children's sermon and
Billington, deacon of the week. Property Under the Law- with Brian Steward is minister of
For Family Night, each fami- scripture from Exodus 22:1-15 youth. Assisting will be Dwain
ly is asked to ring an orna- at the 6 p.m. worship service. McClard, deacon of the week,
ment for the Christmas tree Dee and Kathy Lipford will a
•
with their name on it and fin- lead the worship services with Walter Bell, Kevin Philips,
ger foods for the fellowship Hazel
Susan Roger Humphrey and Eddie
Brandon.
night. Sunday School will be Reynolds, Dee Lipford and Morris, ushers. Sunday School
Christmas Program 6:oo p.m. at Coldwater
at 9:40 a.m. The 10:50 a.m. Carol Kelly as accompanists. will be at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday, Dec. 9th
Grove
live
broadcast
North Pleasant
service will be
Sunday School for all ages will
Monday, Dec. loth Women's Luncheon ii:343 a.m.
Presbyterian:
Cumberland
on 11:30 AM.
be at 10 a.m.
in the Fellowship Hall
of
Church
University
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy Rev. Charles Westfall. pastor.
Jesus
minNeed Line Christmas Basket assembly
Christ: Charley Bazzell,
Friday, Dec. 14th
Cunningham, pastor, will speak will speak about "Why
ister, will speak about "Fear at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
at Need Line
Factor" with scripture from worship services. Henry Nance •See Page 10A
Fifth Sunday Rally at Mason's Chapel 6:00 p.m.
30th
Dec.
Sunday,
Psalm 103 at the 10 a.m.
Richard
service.
worship
Youngblood, minister, will
December Bible Study Wednesdays at Coldwater 6: p.
speak at the 5 p.m. service.
Youth Group Meeting Dec. 12th at Coldwater 6:oo pm.
Assisting Sunday morning will
be Jim Feltner, Eugene Bustle
and Nathan Bazzell. Danny
WEEKLY SERVICES'
Claiborne is worship leader and
10:00 a.m.
School
Sunday
Roy Hawkins is youth and fam11:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship
ily minister. Bible classes will
Including the Treatment of Hearing
6:15 p.m.
Wednesday Choir Practice
begin at 9 a.m.
p.m.
Ears
the
6:45
in
Ringing
and
Loss
Charles
Dr.
:
Study
Christian
Bible
First
Wednesday Night
L. Rolen, senior minister, will
No Referrals Required
Dr Phillip Mapper
speak about"A Piece of Peace?"
Romans
from
with scripture
Most Insurance Accepted
15:13 at the 10:15 a.m. worBeverly Jones 'Audiologist
ship service. Mark Dycus is
minister of music with Julie
Patricia Klapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist
Warner, Donnie Hendrix and
Judith Hill as accompanists.
The chancel choir will sing
8317 State Route 121 North, Murray, Kentucky 42071
"Prepare the Way. 0 Zion."
304E
Suite
g
Buildin
Arts
Ridley.
Medical
Phone: 270-489-2371
Assisting will be Mike
_
42071
worship leader, Dan Parker and
KY
www.coldwaterchurch.org
300 South 8th Street • Murray,
Amy Roos, elders, and Ron
Meiotic, Vera Melone, Jean Ben(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
nett, Lyn Ryan and Fran Miller,
diaconate.

Missionaries from
Philippines will
speak at 1st Baptist
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Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray

Ie

Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

The Family ofColdwater United Methodist
Church invites you to visit anytime!

7
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Timothy R. Palmer,Pastor

1\)Physician's Hearing Center
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We Give PHONE QUOTES

753-4703
kfbmurray.com
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Is suicide a sin that will condemn a person to hell?

Question: Is suicide a
sin that will condemn a
person to bell?
Answer: I respond to this
question about suicide
prayerfully and with deep
Let's leave the determinacons:ern tor each one who
tion of who will or will not
reads this column. At the
be in heaven or hell to the
same time, I feel compelled
only wise and good God.
to answer in hope that disHowever. I do believe
couraged people may be led
to rethink life and find some Jesus would tell us that it is
not God's will that anyone
hope of their own in the
should take his own life.
midst of darkness.
God himself created us in
First of all, no one of us
His own image. and He
has the nght to pass judggave us the breath of life
ment upon anyone's final
that we might be living
eternal destiny. Only God
beings (Genesis 1:27: 2:7).
can fully know the hearts
Through the seduction of
and lives of each one who
Satan. sin entered our world;
will stand before Him. Only
and the original image of
He knows if a person has
God in man was marred.
sinned defiantly or in weakEven then, God refused to
ness. Only the Lord is capagive up on humanity.
ble of knowing whether a
God's Son. Jesus Christ.
person should be held
came into our world and
accountable tor his
Ions at paid the price of His blood
any given moment
to make us His own and to

•

By Richard Youngblood,
Minister at University
Church of Christ

renew the image of God in
us (John 3:16: 1 Corinthians
6:20; Colossians 3:10). God
has continued to love and
value each life, and He has
a plan for each of us to live
and not to die. He knows
everything there is to know
about us, and still He refuses to give up on us (Psalm
139).
The Bible also reveals
that God's greatest servants
sometimes found life so
overwhelming that at times
they felt they could not go
on. The prophet Elijah
prayed that the Lord would
take his life (I Kings 19:19). Job faced so much suffenng that he despised his
life and said that he preferred strangling and death

Cherry Corner Baptist plans program
Chem
Corner
Baptist
Church. located at 850 Cherry Corner Rd., Murray, will

present a special Christmas program. "Joyful, Sing Allelvia!"
on Sunday at 5 p.m. at the

Menus for the vanous lunchrooms of the Murray City Schools
and Calloway County Schools have been released by Bndget
Jaszenko and Pat Lane food service directors respectively.
for the week of Dec 10-14
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability of food, are as follows
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available daily) Monday breakfast bagel, Tuesday - sausage and
biscuit, Wednesday - breakfast on a stick. Thursday - yogun
and graham crackers. Friday - assorted muffins. Lunch
(canned or fresh vegetables canned or fresh fruit and lowtat
milk available daily) Monday - ham and cheese sandwich.
Sloppy Joe on bun Tuesday - mini corn dogs. chef salad
Ye/crackers and dressing. Wednesday - chili cnspito, chicken
patty on bun. Thursday galaxy pizza. fish nuggets w/larlar
sauce. Friday - sliced turkey w/gravy. mashed potatoes
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal. juice and milk available
daily) Monday toaster pastries, Tuesday - sausage and biscuit, Wednesday - waffle sticks. Thursday - steak biscuit,
Friday - breakfast bumto. Lunch (cooked and fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowlat milk available daily)
Monday - BBO on bun, chili w/crackers. Tuesday - grilled
ham and cheese, tuna salad plate. Wednesday - spicy chicken. burrito ye/cheese sauce. Thursday Salisbury steak w/gravy,
fish and cheese sandwich. Friday - cheeseburger w/relish
plate, submanne sandwich
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday breakfast pizza. Tuesday - biscuit and gravy.
Wednesday - pancake and sausage on stick, Thursday sausage biscuit. Friday - French toast sticks Lunch (hamburger, cheeseburger. pizza, cooked and fresh vegetables, canned
and fresh fruit and lowtat milk available daily) Monday - chicken nuggets. grilled cheese sandwich, Tuesday - ham and
cheese sandwich, chef salad w/crackers and dressing. Thursday
steak nuggets. tuna salad plate, Thursday - cnspito
w/cheese sauce, chef salad w/crackers and dressing, Friday
- fish and cheese sandwich, oven fried chicken
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elemontaries Monday - teddy
grahams, milk. Tuesday
apple milk Wednesday - cheese,
crackers Thursday poptart. milk, Friday - animal crackers.
milk
Preschool - Breakfast (milk toast cereal and juice available daily) Monday • French toast sticks wisyrup. Tuesday pancake and sausage on stick, Wednesday - banana, muffin,
Thursday • biscuit w/sausage gravy, Friday - muffin, yogurt
Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served
deify) Monday cheese pizza, green beans, pineapple. Tuesday - chicken nuggets. roll creamed potatoes w/gravy, baked
beans. Wednesday - cheeseburger, French fnes. tomato, lettuce. pickle. Thursday - mine corn dogs tater tots, mixed
fruit, Friday grilled cheese sandwich, carrots w/chp, peaches
Eiementaries - Breakfast (cereal assorted toast, yogurt,
fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - sausage
biscuit, Tuesday - muffin. Wednesday
eggs, hashbrown,
toast. Thursday - oatmeal. Poptan, Friday
French toast
sticks ye/syrup. Lunch (assorted vegetabies, fruit, chef salads.
milk served daily) - Monday spaghetti, cheeseburger, grilled
cheese sandwich. Tuesday - pizza. breaded chicken sandwich. peanut butter and telly sandwich, Wednesday - chicken nuggets. tuna sandwich. yogurt and animal crackers. Thumday cheesy cnspito. B80 sandwich, peanut butter and telly
sandwich. Friday
turkey and dressing. corn dog. gnIled
cheese sandwich
Middle - Breakfast (hurts, fruit (uice, toast, cereal and milk
wired daily) Monday ham and egg biscuit, Tuesday - steak
biscuit, Wednesday - pancakes iv/syrup. Thureday - biscuit
wisausage gravy. Friday - breakfast burrito Lunch (assorted
vegetables. chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday
taco salad. Mexican corn bread. Chuctnvagon sandwich, ham
and cheese sandwich. Tuesday • chicken tame. hot ham and
Swiss sandwich, pimento cheese sandwich, Wednesday spaghetti. garlic toast, hamburger. turkey and cheese sandwich. Thursday - chicken teriyaki wince, breaded chicken
sandwich. ham and turkey sub. Friday - sliced turkey w/gravy.
rot greed cheese, turkey and cheese sandwich
High - ereeldeet (cereal, toast. cinnamon toast. Poptarts,
fresh fruit and mak served deify) Monday - chicken biscuit:
Tuesday • French toast stocks wisyruu Wednesday • ham
and cheese biscuit: Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy. Friday cinnamon raisin biscuit Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits,
vegetables, dell sandwiches, hamburgers and rrak served daily)
Monday • chldten queen:Ma. Chuckwegon sandwich. Tuesday - lasagna. Texas toast, hot ham and cheese sandwich,
Wedneedirf - chicken tsco. BEIO nbette sandwich. Thursday
• chell cheese crisper). grilled chicken sanowsch. Friday duck.
en nuggets. roll hamburger

(Job 7:15-16). King David,
the prophet Jeremiah and
others faced similar despair
(Psalm 13:2-4; Jeremiah
20:14-18). Each one of
these people found that God
had not abandoned them
even if he did not keep
them from life's difficulties.
But the Bible tells of others who did take their own
lives: King Saul and his
amour bearer (I Samuel
31:1-6), a man named
Ahithophel (2 Samuel 17:23)
and Judas who betrayed
Jesus (Matthew 27:5). These
men had abandoned faith in
God and the help that God
had for them.
Finally, know that God's
sovereignty reigns over all
creation. Only He is in
position to know what the
future holds for any of us.
and only He has the right to
determine when our lives
should end. That is why He
said, "You shall not murder"

LEDGER &TIMES

Send questions or comments to University Church
of Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071 or phone
270-753-1881. This article
is reproduced on the web:
svww.nchrist.org

Cantata will be
presented at
First United
Methodist

presented at the II a.m. worship service on Sunday at First
United Methodist Church with
Dr. Pam Wurgler as director.
Selections will be soloists,
Kristen Shepard. Kenneth Oeth
and Danielle Gosselin; and the
chancel choir. Instumentalists
will be Zach Kingins and Mark
Woodring, trumpets; Autumn
Lowe and Shaun Saulsberry,
trombones; and Sam Trevathan
and Ryan Wilkerson, percussion. Tracy Leslie will be pianist
and Joan Bowker. organist.
Ginny Richerson will be reader. Also featured will be the
Handbell Choir.
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor,
will give the welcome and
Tony, Leslie, Dylan Boone and
Chase Lambert will light the
second advent candle. Jim
Stahler will be worship leader.
"A Christmas Celebration of
Praise" will be by the Praise
Band at the 8:45 a.m. worship
service. Lighting of the second advent candle will be by
Kyser and Amanda Lough. Marcia Koenecke will be worship
leader. Music will be by Gary
Vacca and Dick Garretson.

A C'hristmas Cantata will be

Dr. Chuck Render"
Murray State 1956 - 1962

Murray State University
Book Store
Tuesday,December 11,2007
12:00 Noon to 2:00PM
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Choral
Celebration will
be presented at
First
Presbyterian
Church

10(11

Please know that none of
this is necessary if we will
trust Jesus and allow him to
help with our problems. If
you are feeling such despair
of your life, help is as near
as a prayer, the person next
to you and/or a phone call.
You may be struggling with
a medical condition which
you consider hopeless but for
which help is possible. Or
you may have a need for
reassurance of love and
mercy in a time of discouragement. Don't let Satan
win by taking away God's
gift of life.
If I can help you, please
call me.

In our

church.
The Church Choir and Youth will celebrate the Christmas seawill be featured on the pro- son with the presentation of
gram.
the "Choral Celebration" at the
Refreshments will be served 10:45 a.m. worship service on
after the program.
Sunday.
For more information call
The celebration will be
759-4489 or 753-9688. Bro. directed by Todd Hill. local,
Tom Mathis is pastor of the musician, band director and prochurch.
fessor at Murray State University.
Songs included will be "And
the Stars Sang," "Star Carl."
"Mary, Did You Know?",
"Some children See Him", and
"0 Holy Night." Sue-Jean Park
will play the violin. Nikki Fuller
the cello. and Lee Kim the
piano.
Rev. David M. Montgomery,
co-pastor. will give the homily. "Everlasting Light."
lust Presbyterian Church
Lighting of the Advent Candle will be the Kiuri
Liturgist will be Carol Allen.

To find out
ItItil
l
what's
happenin
ovc
in your
community ,LE
read the

(Exodus 20:13). The Lord
did not mean it is all right
to murder someone who
wants to die, including oneself. He also taught Christians that their bodies are a
temple of the Holy Spirit
that is in us; thus, we must
not destroy that temple (1
Corinthians 3:16; 6:19).
Jesus came to offer life and
not death (John 10:10).
Nothing good has ever
come from someone taking
his own life. To defiantly
disobey God could place one
in a far worse condition
with final and absolute hopelessness.
Family and friends who
are left behind may suffer
with feelings of shame over
what has happened or even
guilt for failing to do something for the loved one who
took her life. Their grief is
even greater. They were not
considered in this decision.

From Page 9A

Came" with scripture from
Matthew 1:21 at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Camme Cain
will be song leader with Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Bethel United Methodist:
Rev. Jason Jones, pastor, will
speak about "Fire and Soap"
with scripture from Malachi 3:1-4 at the 9:30 a.m. worship
service with Bobby Rowland
as liturgist. Congregational:
youth will be acolytes. Janne
Sehroader will lead the music.with Lavonia Rowland as
pianist. Susan Evans will direct
the children's time and Happy
Bynum will be greeter. Sunday School with Gary Evans
as superintendent will be at
10:30 a.m. The church Christmas Program will be at 6 p.m.
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Jason Jones,
pastor, will speak about "Fire
and Soap" with scripture from
Malachi 3:1-4 at the 11 a.m.
worship service with Bob
Alexander as liturgist. Congregational youth will serve as
acolytes. Eddie Ramsey will
lead the music with Rita Culver, Janeen Burkeen, Hansel
Keith and Eugene Dick as.
accompanists. Children's time
will be directed by Beth Morehead. Marcia Crick will serve
as greeter. Sunday School with
Joel Jackson as superintendent
will be at 10 a.m.
Coldwater
Church
of
Christ: Brad McNutt, minister, will speak about "Creation
of the World" with scripture
from Genesis 1 at the 10:15
a.m. worship service and about
"Sin of Indifference" at the 6
p.m. worship service. Kevin
Smith will be song leader.
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro.
Ryker Wilson, pastor, will continue a four-part series on "Tell
The Good News" with scripture from Luke 2:10-11 at the:
11 a.m. worship service and about "He Does Not Condemn.
You, So Live" of the Freedom of the Gospel Series with scripture from Romans 8:1 at the:
6 p.m. worship service. Cecil
Glass will lead the church choir
as they sing a selection from
the upcoming Christmas program at the morning hour. Bro.
Wilson will sing "Fall On Your
Knees" at the evening service.
Sunday School for all ages will
be at 10 a.m. and Wednesday services and activities at
7 p.m.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will
speak about "Christmas: It took
a Miracle" with scripture from
Matthew 1:18-25 at the 10:30
a.m, worship service. Tommy
Scott is minister of music. The
choir will sing "Glorious Impossible" and Jackie West will bnng
special music at the morning
hour. The Children's 2nd to
6th Grace Choirs will sing
—The Mystery" at the morning
hour. The Children's Choir
Christmas musical. "The Mystery in the Manager" will be
presented at the 6 p.m. worship service. Deacons of the
week will be John Yezerski
and Jimmy Felts. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Glen Hill,
retired minister, will speak at
t he 9 a.m worship service,
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
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Special to the Ledger
Relay For Life of Calloway
County team members, captains
and survivors celebrated the
12th annual Kickoff Celebration
for Relay 2008 at the Weaks
Community Center.
More than 450 cancer survivors were invited as special
guests with Teresa Burgess, cancer survivor, giving her personal
testimony explaining why she
Relays and what it means to her
to celebrate life. Dr. Alexey
Cancer
American
Arkov,
Grant
Research
Society
Recipient and assistant professor of biology at Murray State
University, described his gene
research on cell division being
conducted at Murray State.
Mission Delivery Committee
members Angie Hutching and
reviewed
Jennings
Crista
American Cancer Society sponPhoto provided 1
sored services received by resifirst Calloway County
the
was
which
team
Life
for
Relay
Insurance
McKinney
In
the
is
County.
Pictured
of
Calloway
dents
2007, a Murray State student team to reach "Diamond" status by raising more than $25,000.
who is a cancer survivor
ACS area
with caregivers joining them for $5,000 received Silver Awards, 270-227-3308 or the
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8, Times
received a scholarship from The
375.
270-444-0
at
office
$10,000
than
more
raising
those
the second lap.
Eleanor Spry, left, assistant supenntendent of curriculum and American Cancer Society, 20
For more information on
Cancer received Gold Awards and, in
American
The
and
District,
the
in
School
ed
ent
participat
Independ
residents
the
Murray
for
n
instructio
a Relay For Life Team,
forming
Insurance
the
McKinney
2007
surcancer
a
considers
Society
Tern Dick, assistant to the Family Resource Youth Service "Look Good... Feel Better" pro- vivor to be anyone who defines Team was the first Calloway contact Tracy McKinney at 753- )
Center, work on items for the district's Tiger Christmas pro- gram, 10 patients received free himself or herself this way,from County team to reach the 3500.
wigs, 12 women received
Relay For Life is the signagram. The annual project works to meet the needs of those
the time of diagnosis throughout Diamond level by raising more
to Recovery" visits, 150
"Reach
ture fundraising event for the
our
school
in
or her life. A than $25,000.
his
of
balance
the
from birth through high school that are enrolled
residents participated in cancer
McKinney challenged every- American Cancer Society. The
caregiver is a family member,
district.
support groups and 169 night
in the community to fight American Cancer Society is the
one
supother
or
friend, loved one,
stays have been provided by The
y-based,
port person who lends physical, back against cancer by forming nationwide, communit
on
American Cancer Society's
other support to a Relay For Life Team,joining a voluntary health organizati
or
emotional,
cancer
Hope Lodge in Nashville, Tenn.,
g
eliminatin
to
dedicated
,
committee
the
joining
team,
the
someone at any time during
IC) five patients from Calloway
problem by
cancer journey and continues for becoming a corporate/business as a major health
County.
a loved one sponsor, attending Relay For preventing cancer, saving lives
lost
have
who
those
A review of 2007 revealed 81
Life, supporting local fund rais- and diminishing suffering from
to cancer.
Relay For Life Teams raised
were rec- ing efforts or just simply learn- cancer, through research, educateams
of
number
A
$205,000 and a total of 250 surand service.
ognized with yard signs cele- ing about The American Cancer tion, advocacy
n, call
vivors walked the first lap of
informatio
more
For
Life.
For
Relay
and
Society
brating their team fundraising
Relay. Relay 2008 will be back
Cancer survivors who have the American Cancer Society
who
Teams
2007.
in
success
at MSU Stewart Stadium on
at 1-800-ACS-2345 or
raised more than $2,500 were not registered with Relay For toll-free
at
May 2, 2008. Relay hopes to
Web
the
visit
contact
to
invited
are
Life
pleted. Last-minute shopping raise $221,000 in 2008 and have recognized as Bronze Teams,
By GREG TRAVIS
Wynn at www.cancer.org.
Melissa
Chair
Survivor
than
more
raised
who
those
would be required for any needs 300 survivors walk the first lap
Staff Writer
Eleanor Spry, assistant super- after that date.
"We are working hard to conintendent of curriculum and
the Tiger Christmas traditinue
Murray
the
for
n
instructio
Independent School District, tion developed by Tootie
The aver- dents in about two do4n countries or jurisWASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. students which runs the international test.
than dictions that are not part,pf the industrialized
;Isaid Tuesday this year's Tiger Oakley. We are seeing more and
lower
were
are lagging behind their peers in other coun- age scores for U.S. students
group.
whole.
Christmas program in getting off more families, and the needs are
a
as
group
the
for
scores
average
the
show.
results
test
getting greater," she stated. In tries in science and math,
When compared wi the broader group,
science
average
to a good start.
an
had
also
students
U.S.
The test, the Program for International
U.S. students fell in the middle of the
the
score
average
'"We are seeing the communi- the past the program has helped
the
than
Assessment, was given to 15-year- score that was lower
Student
annustudents
hundred
several
in science and did somewhat worse in
pack
the
meet
U.S.
In math,
ty step up to help us
olds in 30 industrialized countries last year. in 16 other OECD countries.
There was no change inAl.S. math;
math.
averan
posting
—
worse
even
needs of local families," she ally.
did
students
a
included
also
Residents wanting more It focused on science but
since 2003, the last time the test was'
scores
in
average
the
than
lower
commend. -Our annual Tiger
was
that
age score
math portion.
contribute
to
or
n
science scores aren't comparable
The
informatio
given.
counzed
the
meet
industriali
to
leading
other
works
the
Christmas
The 30 countries, including the United 23 of
between 2003 to 2006. because the tests
niteds of those from birth donations can stop by the board
tries.
for
ion
Organizat
the
up
States, make
through high school that are office at 208 S. 13th St. during
The test also was administered to stu- aren't the same
Economic Cooperation and Development,
regular business hours.
enrolled in our school district.' She added that local residents
can still help by calling the
beard's central office at 7534563. She said the program can
always use the financial support
of residents, as well as gift cards
from area businesses.
'"We live in an excellent cornmunity where residents are, and
always have been, truly supportTiger Christmas proive o
gram. y all working together
we are ssisting many families,"
she explained. "The Murray
Independent School District and
the Calloway County Family
Resource Centers meet many
needs."
Spry said Dec. 14 would be
the deadline for having Tiger
Christmas sponsorships corn-

Tiger Christmas
2007 program
off to good start

U.S. teens do worse in science, math than other count
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Fierce Calif.
storm triggers
fears of floods
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Rain began pelting parts of
Southern California early today
as a fierce winter storm from the
Pacific Northwest moved in
ahead of schedule, triggering
fears that recent wildfires may
have left the region susceptible
to flash flooding.
Southern California has had a
very dry rainy season, and it will
be the first time since April 2006
that so much rain has fallen from
a ,single storm, said Stuart Seto,
chief weather specialist with the
National Weather Service in
Oxnard.
The weather service issued a
flash flood watch for coastal and
mountain areas through this
afternoon. The forecast called
for winds gusting to about 30
mph ahead of a storm front that
could drop up to an inch of rain
in urban areas and up to 3 inches in the mountains. Seto said.
The weather service also
issued a high wind warning for
dr mountain areas and in the
Antelope Valley. north Los
Angeles county.
, The winds were expected to
blow 30- to 45 mph. with potentially damaging gusts of up to 60
mph. said meteorologist Todd
Arras denuded by recent fires
were a special concern

ONE WEEK ONLY!
Come by our office on Dec. 10 through 14

$9.00

and receive a savings of
for a one year subscription.

1 Year - $90.00
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Don't miss this holiday musical about
hope and family in the golden days of
radio featuring the Living Christmas
Tree, a cast and crew of 75, and special
lighting, video, and sound effects.

December 7-9 at 7 p.m.
Hope Harbor Church
2771 Hwy 94 East
Murray, Kentucky
270-753-6695
Call for reserved tickets
www.hopeharborchurch,corn
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Pearl Harbor anniversary notes plight of civilian survivors
HONOLULU (AP) —
Children earned gas masks to
the playground. Military officers
commanded civilian courts
under martial law. Residents
feared enemy troops would
parachute into the mountains
and then swarm the beaches.
This year's 66th anniversary
of the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor offers reminder, of how
the assault upended the lives of
Hawaiian civilians, in addition
to the severe damage inflicted
on the military.
"It was scary," said Joan
Martin Rodhy, who had to carry
a gas mask everywhere as a 10year-old — even as she sat for
her fifth-grade class portrait in
1942. "ft was more or less living
in constant fear they were
always going to come back."
Annual remembrances of the
Ikc. 7, 1941. attack often evoke
images of burning ships in Pearl
Harbor and exploding planes at
Hickam Field. This year's observance will be no different. But
the plight of civilians who survived the attack has attracted
more attention because of deep0ening interest in the home front
during World War It
"Maybe the unsung heroes
that we should remember and
look at are the civilians that
endured the attack on Pearl
Harbor and the years after it,"
said Darnel Martinez, chief historian at the USS Arizona
Memorial.
Civilian survivors who recall
the attack include Hawaii's two
U.S. senators, who both were
17-year-old boys at the time.
Sen. Daniel Inouye, now /13,
said he served as a first-aid volunteer, helping treat civilians
who were wounded in his
Honolulu neighborhood. In
1943. he joined a celebrated allJapanese-American unit and
was highly decorated for combat
valor.
Japanese planes did not bomb
residential neighborhoods, but
1111hdite1 U.S. anti-aircraft shells
fell on homes and humanises.
"One shell fell into the dining
room and this old Japanese lady
was having her breakfast. When
I got there she was slumped over
in her food," Inouye said in an
interview
"Shrapnel went
through her head and killed her.
She didn't know what hit her."
Inouye said about a halfdozen storekeepers were killed
when their shops were hit.
The National Park Service,
which runs the USS Arizona
Memorial, lists 413 civilians who
died from the attack, mostly in
Honolulu. Three firefighters and
four
federal
government
employees also perished.
Military casualties far outnumbered cis than+, with more
than 2.100 dead and 1.1(X)
wounded All the (lead are to be
remembered Friday in a ceremony at a Pearl Harbor pier overlooking the USS Arizona, which
sank with more than 1,000
sailors aboard.
In the months after the attack,
the war crept into all aspects of
civilian life.
Let-makers made camouflage nets instead of flower garlands. The U.S. military lined
Waikiki beaches with barbed
wire, giving the island the look
of paradise under siege.
A blackout order was

imposed to make sure invading
Japanese forces would not have
any city lights to guide them in
an attack. Neighborhood wardens made sure residents turned
off lights and covered windows
with black cloth.
Rodby's husband, Dick, and
his family wanted to evacuate
from their home across from the
Schofield Barracks Army base
to a beach house on Oahu. But
they were told not to because

Japanese forces might storm the
beaches.
6
Hawaiian Sen. Daniel Akaka
was a senior at a military academy when the raid happened He
and his classmates were ordered
to guard the mountains behind
their hillside campus after the
attack.
The U.S. military feared
Japan would send paratroopers
into the mountains and sabotage
the island's water sources, so it

asked the students to help.
outpost," Martinez said. -The
"We were ordered to take islands of Hawaii were still at
care of the hills," Akaka told risk. As such, it was constant:
The Associated Press.
'When are they coming back?
Martial law was declared the Will we be invaded, will we be
afternoon of Dec. 7. Military occupied?"
officers replaced civilian judges,
The mood relaxed somewhat
meaning even people caught by mid-1942, after the U.S. milspeeding or committing ocher itary victory at the Battle of
traffic violations were judged in Midway, which dramatically
military court.
reduced the chance Japan would
"We went from the Gibraltar attack Hawaii again. But martial
of the Pacific to this isolated law remained in effect until

1944.
Martinez said there's been
growing interest in the experience of civilians during the war,
as shown by recent displays on
martial law at the Hawaii state
judiciary museum and the U.S.
Army Museum in Waikiki.
The park service plans to
build a new USS Arizona
Memorial visitors caner in the
coming years, and it will expand
the civilian side of the story.
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FORT CAMPBELL Ky.
AP)
The 716th Military
Police Company has casett its
colors in preparation for deployment to Iraq
In a 6.crentony Wednesday at
hirt Campbell. the unit furled
and scaled its flag
Two other Fort ('ampbell MP
unit. are cycling back to the post
the 5.5ht last month from
Iraq and the 361.1 coming home
in February from Afghanistan
The Army says the 716th's
mission in Baghdad will he to
oversee seven other MP comp.noes in training Iraqi police off'.
eels
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716th MP
unit leaving
Ft. Campbell
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• Man-sized Padded
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• Leather Pad over Chaise
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or Burgundy
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Hard to handle
2

LADY LAKERS CAN'T RECOVER
FROM DREADFUL FIRST QUARTER

"Staff Report
After blowing past the com'Petition in their first two games
at Illinois' City of Metropolis
Tournament, the Calloway
County Lady Lakers hit a wall in
bout
the
championship
Thursday night, falling to host
squad Massac County 48-30.
It was the Lady Lakers' third
consecutive loss to Massac at
the annual tournament.
Calloway was done in by a
tint quarter in which they were
Outscored 15-1. Massac came
out of the gate on fire, hitting
their shots and Calloway picked
up a handful of early fouls.
After the first quarter,
loway settled into its game
d was able to match Massac

Threat E mmated

blow for blow for the rest of the
game. The Lady Ulcers
outscored the Lady Patriots 9-8
in the second quarter and went
into halftime down 23-10.
In the third quarter, Calloway
gained momentum and cut the
lead to 11, but three three-pointers by Lady Patriot standout
Destiny Mitchell put the nail in
the coffin for the Lady Lakers
and sealed the tournament
championship for Massac.
Massac County ran a box and
Kayla
on
defense
one
Cunningham, attempting to take
her out of the game, and the
Lady Lakers didn't respond
well, assistant coach Sammy
Cunningham said.
See LADY LAKERS, 313

VC ROUNDUP

ovc
Tennessee Tech's Amadi McKenzie hit the 1,000-point plateau
in Thursday night's road victory at Eastern Illinois.

McKenzie,'ITU
blow past Panthers
FIRST THURSDAY NIGHT IN OVC
FULL151KLOSE CALLS
CHARLESTON. HI. —
MEN'S
ere was a change in the
ea
t
C
ther. a change in the lineup,
SIMMS
d a change in fortune for the

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
of her game-high 24 points.
two
up
put
to
night
Thursday
defenders
Kentucky
Eastern
of
pair
Amber Guffey goes in between a

nnessee Tech Golden Eagles
Thursday night.
With four inches of snow settling on the ground around
Lantz Gym, Tech raced to a 150 start and Amadi McKenzie hit
the 1.000-point mark in his
career as Tech cruised to a 72-53
Ohio Valley Conference road
victory over Eastern Illinois. It
was Tech's fourth consecutive
win on the Panthers' home floor. X
;' All 10 players who saw
Oction scored for Sutton's team.
led by McKenzie's 15 points,
Sine rebounds and four assists.
Illaniel Northern had his third
double-double of the season
with 12 points and 10 rebounds,
while Frank Davis netted II and
Anthony Fisher contributed 10
points and five assists.
McKenzie bumped his career
*oring mark to 1,001 points.
‘In other OVC action:
SAMFORD 41
JACKSONVILLE ST. 34
BIRMINGHAM. Ala. Samford turned in its second
affocating defensive performifpce of the 2007-08 campaign
Ilhursday as the Bulldogs limited the Jacksonville State
Gamecocks to 34 total points in
Valley
Ohio
41-34
a
Conference-opening victory.
In the win. Samford (3-4, 1-0
OVC) held Jacksonville State
-6, 0-1 OVC) to its lowest
output since the 1958-59
The Gamecocks' lowest
point total in school history
occurred against Oglethorpe 3017.
Samford's 34 points allowed

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Ashley Hayes is fully aware
now that she will be investing in
a mouthpiece.
Minutes after Murray State's
Ohio Valley Conference opener
Kentucky
against Eastern
Thursday night at the Regional
Special Events
Center, Hayes
could be seen
team
with
trainer Cate
Ellis running
be
off to
checked out.
Hayes didn't get popped
in the jaw
once, not even
but
twice,
times
three
the
against
Colonels.
Although. if Hayes keeps
playing like she does, full body
armor couldn't stop the 5-foot10 junior forward from
Humboldt, Tenn.
Hayes recorded her fourth
double-double of the season,
finishing with 22 points and 14
rebounds as the Racers held off
the Colonels 77-66.
Equally good was Amber
Guffey.
The 5-foot-8 junior guard
was 7-of-19 from the field and
8-of-8 from the foul stripe for a
game-high 24 points in 36 minutes.
Shaleea Petty also found her
way into double figures, scoring

4

School
Austin Posy
Eastern Kentucky
Samford
SE Missouri State
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Illinois
Jacksonville State
Morehead State
Murray State
Tennessee State

OVC
2-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
0-0
1-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1

(4-4)
(4-4)
(3-4)
(5-4)
(4-4)
(3-6)
(1-7)
(2-6)
(2-5)
(3-3)
(2-5)

Tays.:My. Dna 6
SSM4Ord 41 JaCkSOM441 SIM 34
Austin Nam 67 laprelmad 96.1 63
Tennessee Tech 72. Eassern Woo 53
SE Missouri SUM 102. Tennamma 91.1. 95
Wednaiday,Dm 5
Eamon" Kanexay 59, Murray SW se
11•114141111114 Dia
%%mem aanacky afi &Mem Kamm:ay 6 pm.
Jacksonville EMalaC Termasawalsran 6 pat
7 p.m.
Au.Paay C Evarealla
Tearessee WM at Easiven Minos 7 15 p m.
Tannamar Tech al SE Mlasourl 51.1a 7 30 p
7 30 p m
Moraread Staab at Murray &Ma

was the team's second-lowest
total this season.
The key play in Thursday's
game occurred with less than
one minute remaining in regulation when Josh Bedwell grabbed
a critical defensive rebound with
23 seconds left on the clock.
AUSTIN PEAY 67
MOREHEAD STATE 63
CLARKSVILLE. Tenn. Fernandez Lockett scored the
go-ahead bucket off a rebound
with 17 seconds left while
Drake Reed and Wes Channels
each knocked down a pair of
free throws in the closing seconds to lead Austin Peay to a 6763 Ohio Valley Conference victory Thursday night in Dave
Aaron Arena.
•See OVC, 313

MSU STAVES Off COMEBACK BID BY COLONELS IN OVC OPENER

77

66

eight second half points, to finish with IS.
Alaina Lee added eight and
Paige Guffey sunk six points.
Tanjala Wynn came off the
bench for four points.
Nikki Avery led the Colonels
with 18 points.
Murray State is now 1-0 in
conference play and 5-2 overall,
including winners of their last
three games. Eastern Kentucky
drops to 4-2 overall and 0-1 in
the OVC.
The 11-point margin of victory didn't come easy for Murray
State as they watched what was
as many as a I2-point lead in the
first half, dwindle to a 54-all tie
in the second half with 11:28 to
play.
The Racers never relinquished their lead, despite many
runs by Eastern Kentucky and
for Hayes, these early season
battles can only mean good
things down the stretch.
"The OVC championship
game last season was just like
this," Hayes said. "It's getting us
prepared for close games. We're
starting good, but we need to
finish like that. We need to keep
that foot on the neck. We've got
to eliminate those mental lapses."
First-year head coach Jody
Adams defined the victory as a
great win for her team, adding it
was a tough ball game, one that
didn't come easily for her team
Thursday night. But when challenges were presented to her
U See RACERS,38

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
goes up past Eastern
Lee
Alaina
guard
Murray State
Kentucky's Shavonne Jones in the second half Thursday at
the RSEC. Lee tossed in eight points in the Racers' win.
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By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
orehead State head
coach Donnie Tyndall
calls Leon Buchanan
the team's best practice
player.
And there is a direct correlation betWieii ifie way Buchanan
practices and the success he has
In games.
bc his efforts, Buchanan, a
6-foot-5. 200pound. junior
center
from
Albany, Ga., has
been named the
Ohio jValley
Conqrence
New-Comer of
Buchanan the Week twice
already this season. Once on
Nov. 19 and just recently on
1)ec. 3.
Buchanan aseraees 14.7

M

School
Ausbn Peay
Eastern Kentucky
Samford
iE Missouri State
Tennessee-Martin
onnessee Tech
Eastern Illinois
lacksonvaie State
Morehead State
?.tiri,-iy State
Tennessee State

OVCfDir
(4-4)
(4-4)
(3-4)
(5-4)
(4-4)
(3-6)
(1-7)
01 2-6)
(2-5)
0-1 (3-3)
0-1 (2-5)

Thursday, Ose
Sandord 41 Jeckounv6e State 34
Aukin Nay 67 44enkneed Seste 63
terassosse 1ec6 rz Easters *nor 53
tdramoun Suss 102 %anew* Satill 95
weensailev. Dec..
Amen,Kentucky 55 leluney %Me 56
asturow Dec II
er.v.uvr, kinkoiv .1 trawl saraudor 6 17 6,
wee:awes Stele el Tenneesse-Meren Pp 6,
holds Pew si lymeivele
7p
'
,
muses.* 94sts si taatrom OMNI 715 p71
r.nneese• Tech el SE sdrouri Seds 730 pin
Stele el Murrey Stoke
730 p17

points per game this year and
6.2 rebounds a contest.
In Morehead State's two
games against Alice Loyd and
Marshall last week, he averaged
14.0 points per game and 8.5
rebounds.
He ranks 37th nationally in
the first NCAA statistics of the
season with a 61.2 percent field
goal percentage and the 25
points he scored at Bowling
Green is tied for the highest single-game total in the OVC this
season. UT Martin's Lester
Hudson at 35 points against
Memphis.
As for the rest of the Eagle
ballclub, they don't have much
to brag about.
In six games this year,
Morehead State is 2-4 with wins
against Western Illinois (61-49)
and Alice Loyd (85-5!). The
Eagles' four losses have come to
Houston (83-54). Bowling
Green (86-70). Oklahoma (7442) and Marshall (69-56).
On
Thursday
night,
Morehead State dropped its
OVC season-opener to Austin
Pcay 67-63.
Meanwhile. Murray State is
coming off its first conference
loss of the season, falling 59-58
to Eastern Kentucky Wednesday
night.
For second-year head coach
Billy Kennedy his emphasis will
be on his own team and not the
one the Racers will face
Saturday night at the Regional
Special Events ('enter.
"I'm more concerned with us
nght now," Kennedy said. "Our
team is good enough to win
games. (Wednesday night) for
39 minutes we were the supenor
team. We're going to continue to
work on being sound on the
defensive end We have to get to

beat the Racers 59-58 Wednesday.
night.
The Racers have an all-time
mark of 73-14 in OVC games.
MIDI SiSIM
For the second straight year,
Murray State has lost their OVC
opener. Prior to losing Wednesday
night, the Racers lost to EKU in
overtime last season at Richmond.
The Racers had a 10-game
winning streak in OVC openers
up until last year's loss at Eastern.
The last time the Racers lost an
OVC opener in the last 12 years
was a 64-63 lost to Tennessee
Tech in 1996.
IIMIK & FILL
The Racers are first in the
OVC with a .504 field goal percentage against opponents. That
also ranks Murray State 20th
among the NCAA statistics.
Murray State is second in the
league with +0.6 rebounding margin and fifth in the conference in
steals at 9.40 a game, which ranks
them 47th in the nation.

MUMMY STATE

Murray State
IM ems e.esitrat asil twat

WIWI* IMWers
Name
Poe. Yr
Tony Easley
F/C So
Bruce Carter
G
Sr
Danero ThornasG
So
Tyler Holloway G
Jr
Kevin Thomas G
Jr
III310IYES
Name
Poe. Yr
Matt Frakek
G
Fr
Ray George
0
Sr
Peluso Simmals G
Fr
Marvin Williams F
So
Jared Key
F
Jr
Jewuan Long G
Fr
Tarod Sanders F/C
Jr
Georges Fotso C
So

Photo Courlse)# of Morehead State
Leon Buchanan, a 6-foot-5, 200-pound, Junior ranks 37th
nationally in the first NCAA statistics of the season with a 61.2
percent field goal percentage.

where, when were tired, we can

• Baby Bock B8Q Ribs
• Pub Steak Platter
• Baked Wild Salmon
Or Enjoy Something From Our Great Menu!
JOIN US BEFORE OR AFTER ALL THE
BASKETBALL GAMES!

CENTURY NM:
Murray State needs two more
victories against Morehead State
to reach 100. That would rank the
Racers second in their all-time
Ohio Valley Confi.....nce series
wins to Tennessee Tech (112).
ADMINTASE 11110EMIc
The Racers have won nine in a
row against Morehead State and
haven't lost to the FAgles since
3)03. Prior to that, Murray State
had lost three straight. The Racers
hold a 98-44 lead against
Morehead State and are 54-14 in
Murray.
Since the Racers opened play
in the Regional Special Events
Center in 1998, Murray State is 82 against Morehead.
HOME SWEET NOME
Playing in their 10th season of
hoops at the RSEC, Murray State
is 108-22 and 3-1 this season with
wins over Rider (66-65), Avila
(84-55) and Arkansas State (81 67). The lone loss comes by the
way of Eastern Kentucky, who

Name
Pos.
Nada SlapikovicG
John Lamb
G
Leon Buchanan C
Jamyrcil Steward F
Maze StallworthF
MUM
Name
Poe.
Cecil Brown
G
TJ Clark
Arenas ColerranF
Demonte FlarperG
F
Los SIrrnms
Kenneth Farad F/C

Hi
6-9
6-4
6-4
6-2
6-I

Wi.
200
200
190
175
170

Irlit
8-4
6-4
6-0
6-6
6-4
6-1
6-6
6-8

190
170
215
175
180
250
240

Yr.
Si
Fr
Jr
Sr
So

HE
6-2
8-1
6-5
6-3
6-4

Wt
195
180
200
185
205

Yr.
So
Fr
Fr
Fr
Jr
Fr

HE Wt.
5-11185
6-2 190
6-7 215
6-4 175
6-7 205
6-8 215

Wt

leo

DATE
OPPONENT
RESULT
11-3
x-BETHEL
W-82-49
11-10
RIDER
W-66-65
11-17
at W Kentucky
L-87-63
11-23
AVILA
W-84-55
11-26
ARKANSAS ST.
W-81-67
12-1
L-78-61
at Mississippi St.
12-5
E KENTUCKY
L-59-58
DATE
OPPONENT
'nue
12-8
MOREHEAD ST.
730
12-18
at Jacksonville St.
730
12-20
730
at Samford
12-29/30 Wit Dr Pepper ClaSOC TBA
1-3
at Eastern Illinois
730
1-5
TENNESSEE ST
7.30
1-7
at SEMO
730
1-10
AUSTIN PEA'(
7:30
1-15
INDIANA-S BEND
7
1-19
at Tenn -Marlin
6
1-24
TENN. TECH
7-30
1-26
'SEW
TBA
1-29
SAMFORD
7
1-31
at Austin Peay
7:30
2-2
JACKSONVILLE ST.
730
2-7
"at E Kentucky
a
2-9
at Morehead St.
315
2-14
at Tennessee St.
730
2-16
EASTERN ILLINOIS
7:30
2-23
ESPN Bracket Buster
TBA
2-28
^et Tennessee Tech
7
3-1
TENNESSEE-MARTIN 730

get it done
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Racer Basketball pages published before each home game!

MIDDLE SCHOOL BASKETBALL
SPONSORED BY STUART ALE

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1782 HWY 121 N.BYPASS• MURRAY.KY
KFIthiurrey.com
e-mail:‘tuart.atesander

Thursday'.Scores
By The Aimacielad Press
PREP BASICETIRALL
Boys lieskeAbial
CaltMel Co. 59. Dawson Spnngs 49
Clay Co. 86, Oneida Septet 42
Cumberland 67 Middlesboro 63 OT
Denville 80, Oidharn Co 58
Elliott Co 85, West Carter 36
June Buchanan 63, Buckhom 44
Knox Central 72 Harlan 49
Lou Ky. Country Day 58. Tnmble Co
52,01
Meade Co. 38, Brecionnclge Co 33
Owen Co 67, Canot Co 54
Photos 92, Planet 55
South Oldham 78, Spencer Co 73

Gins Baskelbeil
Anderson Co 58, Woodford Co 34
ButElln N. Model 64
Catvary Christen 51, Belenue 37
Franklin-Simpson 71, Greenwood 37
Gamow 83, Russell Co. 48
Lex. Paul Dunbar 44. Lexington
Catholic 36
Lou Sacred Haan 94. Lott Seneca 30
Mercier Co 41, Lex. Tales Creek 34
Montgomery Co. 70, Lou. Mercy 42
Muhlenbena North 55, Marshall Co 44
Ohio Co. 75, Apollo 00
Powell Co. 55, PreatOraburg 39
South Floyd 49, Jenkins 42
Spencer Co. 65, CampbellsyMe 40
Toista, W.Va. 75. Lawrence Co 69
Wayne Co 61, McCreary Central 25
Whitey Co. 50, South Laurel 44

Report: NCAA says
Southeast Missouri
wins should be vacated

7:30
7:30
7:30
TBA
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7
6
730
TBA
7
7:30
7:30
8
3:15
7:30
7:30
TA
7
7:30

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
(AP)- An NCAA committee
has determined that the
Southeast
Missouri
State
women's basketball team should
vacate all of its wins during the
four-year tenure of former coach
B.J. Smith, the Southeast
Missourian reported Thursday.
The NCAA Committee on
Infractions also decided that
Southeast should have its 2006
NCAA tournament appearance
taken away, the newspaper
reported.
In response to a request by
the Southeast Missourian for
records related to the 22-month-

old NCAA investigation, the
university
on
Wednesday
released a letter sent by
Josephine Potuto, vice chair of
the Committee on Infractions,
that outlined the penalties
imposed and the factors considered.
The university is appealing
the ruling. Smith has asked for a
full hearing, which will take
place no earlier than April.
Smith was Southeast's coach
from 2002-03 through 2005-06,
before resigning. His team's 7941 record over that span was the
best in the Ohio Valley
Conference.

CCMS girls win, boys
fall against Benton
Staff Report
The
Calloway
County
Middle 8th grade girls basketball team kept its perfect season
alive Thursday with a convincing 43-21 victory over Benton
Middle.
The Lady Lakers improve to
12-0 on the season with the win.
Calloway stifled Benton with
its defense, holding the Lady
Marshals to just five first half
points. The Lady Lakers
outscored Benton 13-2 in the
first quarter and expanded that
lead to 22-5 at halftime.
Benton was able to get some
offense together in the second
half, but it wasn't able to stop
Calloway's.
The Lady Lakers led 39-11 at
the end of the third quarter and
gave up 10 points in the fourth
but held on to win.
Taylor Futrell led the Lady
Lakers with a team-high 12
points. Karim Wilson added 10
and Cheyenne Maddox dropped
in eight. Lauren Benson scored
seven.
Benton 38, CCMS boys 34
The
Calloway
County

The victory improves the
Governors to 4-4 on the season,
2-0 in the OVC, while
Morehead State falls to 2-5
overall, 0-1 in the OVC.
With the score tied 61-61,
Reed missed a three pointer with
22 seconds left. Lockett grabbed
the rebound and worked through
traffic to score the go-ahead basket and was fouled. However, he
missed the free throw. But again
it was the Govs grabbing the
offensive rebound-this time by
Reed, who was fouled.
Reed made both free throws
Lto give APSU a four-point, 651-61 lead with 16 seconds remaining. Morehead State cut it down
to two with 10 seconds left
before Wes Channels was fouled
OVERTIME GAMES CAP WILD
on an inbounds play with six
seconds left. Channels knocked
NIGHT OF CONFERENCE ACTION
down both of his free throws to
clinch the contest.
CHARLESTON, Ill.
SE MISSOURI 102
Dominique Sims and Maggie
TENNESSEE STATE 95
:Kloak both recorded their first
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. :career double-doubles, lifting
Southeast Missouri State took
;Eastern Illinois to a 66-64 overan early lead and defeated
(4-3)
time victory against Tennessee Austin Peay
Tennessee State 102-95 in the
Eastern
Illinois
(2-7)
‘Tech in the Ohio Valley
Ohio
Valley Conference home
Jacksonvill
e State
(4-4)
Conference opener for both
(5-2)
teams Thursday evening at Murray State
Tennessee State
(3-5)
Lantz Arena.
(3-4)
: Sims scored five of EIU's Tennessee-Martin
(4-2)
seven overtime points en route Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
(2-6)
JO a 19-point, 10-rebound performance. Kloak scored 15 of Samford
(6-3)
her 16 points in the second half SE Missoun State
(4-5)
Staff Report
and also finished with 14 Tennessee Tech
(1-5)
CSS will broadcast the
Thursday, Dec. 6
• rebounds.
Commonwea
Eastern Minas 86, Tennison Tech 64
lth Gridiron Bowl,
Ellen Canale added 14 points AustioNsay TS. laoreheed Stale 71
Kentucky's high school football
;and Megan Edwards finished Tennessee Sale 61, SE Missouri Sete 49
championship games for the
Sale 77, Easters Kentucky Al
:with nine. as EIU (2-7) used a Murray
Wednesday, Ow.5
third consecutive year. The
'balanced attack to make up for Jackeornele State 76, Samba,03
D.o.S
schedule follows, all times CST:
the absence of Rachel Galligan labentes
Eastern KalleckY it &inn Pest'
2P
Dec. 12, 1:30 p.m. - Class 4A
and Jessica Huffman. Eastem's Jacksonville Stale at Tennseseamaren 4p
Tennessee State at EastsiT1 Minds
pm
5
Lone
Oak vs. Lexington
lop two scorers a year ago were Tenrwiettee Teen at SE meestm Stew 5 p.m
Catholic
monsoon Sum si Murray Seat
5 30 p
'both sidelined by injuries.
Dec. 12,6:30 p.m. - Class 6A
In other OVC action:
AUSTIN PEAY 75
TENNESSEE STATE 61,
MOREHEAD STATE 71
SE MISSOURI 49
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. - Despite surrendering a I4-point
':Tennessee
State
forced second-half lead, Austin Peay
Southeast Missouri into 27 State University women's bas:turnovers as the Lady Tigers ketball team opened its Ohio
:defeated the defending OVC Valley Conference schedule
;Champions 61-49 Thursday with a 75-71 overtime victory
'night in the Show Me Center.
against
Morehead
State,
Tennessee State (3-5, 1-0 Thursday night,
OVC)snaps a 13-game road losThe win was the third straight
ing streak while Southeast for the Lady Goys as they
Missouri's (4-5, 0-1 OVC) los- improve to 4-3 overall and 1-0
ing skid extends to five. TSU in league play. Morehead State
lost the battle of the boards 35- lost for the fifth time in its last
34 but forced SEMO into 27 six outings and dropped to 2-6
turnovers.
overall and 0-1 in conference.

Two double-doubles lift
Eastern Illinois over TTU
Two

Middle 8th grade boys basketball team dropped to 7-6
Thursday night with a tight 3834 loss to Benton Middle.
The Lakers jumped out to an
early first half advantage, leading Benton 9-6 at the end of the
first quarter. Benton recovered
to tie the game in the second
period and the two squads took a
16-16 deadlock into the locker
room at halftime.
In the second half, Benton set
the pace and led 27-25 at the end
of the third and held on to that
lead in the fourth quarter. The
Laker offense couldn't hit its
shots when it mattered most and
fell by four points.
Joe Futrell led Calloway with
a team-high 11 points and four
boards. T.J.Elam scored nine
points and Russell Garland
dropped in seven points and
grabbed nine boards. Garland
also led the Lakers in steals.
Dennis Seay scored four and
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Garrett Schwettman scored Ashley Hayes goes hard to the hoop for two of her 22 points
three to round out Laker scorers. Thursday night at the RSEC. Hayes also had 14 rebounds for
Calloway enjoyed a solid night her fourth double-double of the season.
from the charity stripe, hitting
I0-of-13 free throws.

opener Thursday night at the
Show Me Center.
The Redhawks went on a 9-0
run that lasted nearly five minutes early in the first half and
never relinquished the lead.
Southeast improves to 5-4 overall and 1-0 in OVC play while
Tennessee State falls to 2-5 and
0-1 in conference play. The
Redhawks scored 100 points for
the first time since Feb. 19,
2002.
Jaycen Herring finished with
a team-high 21 points on 5-for-8
shooting, including 10-for-l2
from the free throw line. Kenard
Moore added 18 points, including two treys and a perfect 4-for4 night at the charity stripe.
Calvin Williams registered a
double-double with 16 points
and 12 rebounds and excited the
crowd with highlight reel dunks.
Roderick Pearson chipped in 15
points and two assists.
Price scored 32 points and
grabbed eight rebounds to lead
the Tigers, one game after scoring a career-high 34 at Indiana.
Gerald Robinson added 31
points for State before fouling
OUL

CSS will broadcast state
football finals tape-delayed
- St. Xavier vs. Trinity
Dec. 15, 11 a.m. - Class 5A Bowling Green vs. Highlands
Dec. 18, I p.m. - Class IA Beechwood vs. Lexington
Christian
Dec. 19, 2 p.m. - Class 3A Central vs. Belfry
Dec. 20, 1 p.m. - Class 2A Fort Campbell vs. Newport
Central Catholic

From Page 1B
ballclub, the team responded.
Furthermore, it gives Adams
the insight that with league play
underway, it's anyone's ballgame on any given night.
"It says a lot for our conference and the strength of it.,"
Adams said. "I don't think it
matters what school you represent, on any given night, anybody has the ability to beat whoever is No. I or No. 2. It doesn't
matter. Come conference time
you have to bring your A-game,
you have to come ready to play."
As for the ability to stave off
many runs Eastern Kentucky
threw at Adams and Murray
State, all the head coach knows
is that challenges that were presented to her team earlier this
week in practice paid off in the
end.
"We have a couple of challenging things we do and one of
them was focusing solely on
defense. It came through
tonight, I have to give our starting five a lot of credit, for hanging in there and playing the
number of minutes they did."
Between Hayes, Amber
Guffey, Petty, Lee and Angela
Brown, they combined to play
157 of the total 200 minutes.
Even more impressive was

From Page 1B
Kayla Cunningham led
Calloway in scoring, nonetheless, dropping nine points on the
Lady Patriots. Sophomore Haley
McCuiston scored five for
Calloway and Rachel Adams,
Sam Butts and Karra Jones all
contributed four points.
The Lady Lakers pulled
down 14 rebounds, led by
Adams, who grabbed four
boards. Calloway turned the ball

the fact that both Guffey girls
and Wynn were a perfect 12-of12 from the foul stripe to shoot
100 percent.
Despite shooting 38 percent
from the floor on 28-of-72 and
allowing EKU to shoot 24-of-59
for 40 percent, the Racers took
away the Colonels strong suit:
Rebounding the basketball.
The Colonels came in averaging 44 rebounds a game. MSU
outrebounded them +9. 45-36
and had 18 offensive rebounds
and that was a goal Adams didn't see coming.
-That was key for us and I
felt like we had to outboard
them It was beyond what I asked
of them. I asked for +5 and we
had 9. But, that was the No. I
key. Someone was accountable
for boxing someone out.
-That's the bottom line. It is a
team defense, but someone is
accountable for boxing someone
else out when a shot went up."
The Racers return to the
hardwood Saturday for another
OVC date with Morehead State.
MSU will then hit the road for
three games, traveling to
Lipscomb in Nashville and then
playing at Jacksonville State and
Samford. The Racers will close
out the month of December with
a home game against Alabama
A&M.

over 13 times due to a staunch
Lady Patriot defense.
The Lady Lakers will have to
recover quickly, as they face
Milan (Tenn.) in the Marshall
County Hoop Fest on Saturday.
Tip-off is at 10:30 a.m. at
Marshall County High School.
The game will mark the Lady
Lakers' first appearance in the
elite tournament, which featureS
a matchup between the No. 1
and No. 2 squads in the nation..

i

TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY

Lindy Suiter

TV, radio
TODAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2- NCA.A ONision I FCS
Anal. teams and site TBA
GOLF
2 p.m.
TOC - Mini Lynch Shootout First
fOUrrel at Naples Fla
NBA BASKETBALL
6 p.m
ESPN - Chicago at Detroit
6:30 p.m.
ESPN - Utah at San Antonio
1100E0
11 pAL
ESPN2- MCA. National Finals
Rodeo.'wont, round. it Las Vegas
!same-day tape)
SOCCER
4 p.m.
ESPT42 - NCAA °motor% I.women's
College Cup, eenternel. learns IBA. at
Color Station. Texas

Lady Tigers
postpone
Heath game
Tuesday
Staff Report
The Murray Lady Tigers will
postpone their home basketball
game against Heath Tuesday
night due to visitation services
the school will host for O.B.
Payne.
Onginally scheduled for 7:30
p.m. Tuesday, the game will be
moved to Thursday and will
retain its 7:30 start time.
The Murray boys basketball
team will play its Monday night
game as scheduled. The Tigers
will host Mayfield at 7:30 p.m.

IN SlatP
PrornHor 11.416Mien Cssociuni
Nissan Cuslornow Cash
ficeiday 6414arvtaa Cmith

SASRP.
Premier Nissan Discount
667
Nan customer Cash
500
Holiday Bonus Cash
500
Final Sale Price 94.98$

netalris all habilitate and Inceenittvere AM prices plus taxies. titles. 'toeing.'" freers arid $149 50
AtIrninletralevcr,
Inc-km:Nord Sr. price 0 996 with NMAC VV.A.0 up to 60 months Some, photos
for illustration purpose's only

.4% 01-11CIPIPINCe !EXPERIENCE IMMO WIILL I-CEVIEC3CPINICD CNN INIC1W
PREMIER INIISSANI
Offar Good

300 Hwy. 77 • Paris, TN
1-800-264-7726 • <731) 642-0601
wvvvv.pramiernisisan.us
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INDEPENDENT AIJDITOWS REPOR1
We have audited the accompanying financial staternant of the governmental
businesatype activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund
information of Calloway County. Kentucky as of and for the year ended June 30,
2164o6, which collectively comprise the County's basic financial statements. as listed
in the table of contents These financial statements are the reap/mobility of the
Calloway County Fiscal Court Our responsibility is to express opinions on the«.
financial statenwnts based on our audit
We conducted or audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted
in the rioted States of America, the standards applicable to financial audits cunt-tuned in the LiusernmentAujjajog_suioaaraa mimed by the Comptroller General
of the 'nited States, and ileAugyt_ligulg fur_figailtiaaLzigcliii issued by the
Auditor itf Publu Accounts, Commonwealth a Kentucky Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reaacinable assurance about whether
Lb.. financial statementa are free of material misstatement An audit includes
examining on a test basis, evidence supporting the amuunta and diacleoures in the
financial statements An audit alsi includes assessing the accounting principl,•wed and significant estimates made by management. as well as evaluating it
overall financial statement presentation We believe that our audit provides a t.
minable basis for our i,pinions
A. described in Note
Calloway County. Kentucky prepares its financial Kt..,
ments on a prescribed bass of amounting that demonstrates compliance with r
modified cash basis, which is a comprehensive basis of accounting other th.ir.
accounting principles generally accepted in the United State. of America
In Ina opinion, the financial staternents referred to, above present fairly, in
Material respects, the respective fmancial position of the governmental activito burliness-type activities each major fund and the aggregate remaining fund int, •
mation ,d Calloway County Kentucky as Id June 30, 2041e, and respective chinoo •
in financial position and cash fli,as where applicable, thereof for the year Ili.
"ruled in conformity with the basis of accounting described in Note 1
The county ha. not preeented the management's discussion and analysis that if,
I :oyernmental Accounting Standards Hoard Mu determined is necessary to gull,
ment although not required to he part if, the Maxie financial statement., The him,
rtary comparison information is not a required part of the basic financial Star,
merits hut is supplemrntary information required by the Grivernnient
Accounting Standards Hoard We have applied certain limited procedures whit h
°roosted principally of inquire. of management regarding the method. tif measurement and presentation of the required supplementary information However, vit•
lid not audit the irtforrnation and express no opinion on it
bit audit was conducted for thr purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively comprise Calloway County, Kentucky's basic financial state,
ments The accompanvIng supplementary information combining fund financial
•datrno-nts. are presented for additional analysis and are not a required part of the
barna- financial statements The combining fund financial statements have been
•cihjecteet to the auditing proc-edures applied in the audit iut the basic financial
statements and, in our opinion see fairly stated in all material respects in relation
to the basic financial statements taken ari a whole
In a9rurdancs est:,tinfiSMInifilaiialdilanfiblniadiuda• we have
report
.11stly O. IOW on nor enirtriellonnton at Calloway County, Kentucky'.•
internal
'nn)over financial reporti 11$ and on our teats of ita compliance with cartiiiin grucumin,. of laws, regulabona, contracts. and grant agreements and other
matters
The purpiee "(that report is to deocnbe the scope , air testing of internal Iontr.l
..yer Imam ial reporting and conipli•rice and the results of that testing, and not to
provide an opinion in the internal control over financial reporting or rrn compli
Imre MAI report ir an integral part of an audit performed in accordantr with
diaugdgrilp And should he considered in assesaing the results
of our audit
Based on the results ot 'air audit we present the accompanying continents and rec ornmendations included herein, whit h discusses the following report comment.
• i Ivertime Should I .in/v Re Paid For Time Worked In Excess Of Forty Hours Per
Week
• origutal Invoice. Should lie Marked In Such A Way Iii Avoid Duplicate
Payment
• Approved Budget Amendments Should He Included Ori The Quarterly Recely
And Approprtation Condition Report.
• Time Sheeta Should It.. initialed 11y A Supervisor Rehire being Paid
• The Treasurer Should Publish All Required Document. From The {kid Yea,
Audit
• Th., I. a n lnaMainar•segregation

Marts

ing an expenenced professional accountant,

OFFICE, CLERICAL AND
ADMINISTRATIVE OPPORTUNITIES

Wins in several areas within the Murray corporate
headquarters in entry to intermediate level, tuft'
time positions Past exposure to the transportation industry is a plus, but, not required
Applicants with computer (Word 8 Excel) and telephone skills and experience in customer service.
accounting and/or marketing are preferred Most
posibons require attention to detail arid ability to
work with management and decision Makers

Successful employees often demonstrate a strong
work ethic complemented by Superior organizational written and verbal communication, and anatytiCal skills We offer a competitive Compensation
and benefits package Submit resume to

111=m
r-illrflr ,
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.
Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Director

of Rehabilitation Therapy

the management and development id rehabilitation therapy services in all
areas t. ,strilinate. and supervnies the operations of Rehabilitation Therapy Services
Department mi hiding physical therapy, occupatturtal therapy and speech therapy
Qualitkatiims Must be a licensed Physical
1 herapist Prefer -aims-one with previous
supers von or management evpenenie
Please up-pIt
.ti
Rh It park% a).nagorisrlhospital.vuili
Parkway Regional Hospital
2.000 Holiday Lane
I ulton, KY 42041
Phone: 270-472-2.522
lax: 270-472-8072
An equal opportunity empI0, •

I rill time/pan-time RN or LPN for bus!,
medical practice. Must he licensed in
the State of Kentucky Will need good
phone, organitalional and people skills
he willing to work a flexible

\Ius

schedule. Please send resume and cover
letter to:

P.O. Bel 1040-P• Murray. KY 42171

Thank You
The lama% of Lenora Skinner would
like ro sas a special thanks for the
flowers, cants. calls. visits, prayers,
kind words andfood.
110,
The Family of Lenora Skinnrr
-wssrmSr4

Chukch tflaittall

O

SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 8TH

c.-rafts, Bake Sale, Yard Sale

Baled items will include
tauten-free Cake. Brownies. Cookies

CALVARY TEMPLE
641 South • Murray

Lain
Maim

020
NOM

CALLOWAY
County
Fire-R•scue.
Incorporated
has
opened bids fa con•
struchon of a new 3
bay steel Pee station to
It. located at 384
Cypress Trail
New
Concord f3rd speaffcebons can be obtained
at 101 East Sycamore.
Murray. Of by calling
(2701753-4112. Bids
must be reamed by
close
of
businents
(1700
hours)
on
Monday. December 31,
2007. for considira1100

'. •

ATTITUDES
Carol
Zeiss'
Nail
Technician
Hours
Mon -Fn 10AM-6PM
Sat 10AM-3P14
Across from Baldy's
759-1100

Bine
Murray Htah
Rooster Club
Al knight' ut Columtvi,
Squire Rd
hP11.1 on the
1st Sat of the no oth

THE Murray Ledger .1
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
thee own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned hereon
we believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibil
rty whatsoever for mew
acbvihes

•

,t/

•

tint

I t.

I Ito on;

Apply hi person at
1115 Chestnut St.,
Murray or Mg Paris
Rd., Mayfield
EOU
060
H*Ilanted
FOUND Female
puppy, Jones
Sparkman Rd
Tan/white with four
while feet Lime green
collar 753-4896
060
"Ww"
I
ACCOUNTANT
Established Murray
CPA firm looking for a
El' CPA or CPA candidate Fax resume to
4270)753-1732
AFTER Hours
Cat
Center is now hiring for
PA R T- TIME
Patient
Care Coordinators
PCCs are responsible
or processinwncoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours
Experience in medical
heid and administrative
record management
preferred,
but
not
required Strong customer service background preferred Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
scheduled
during
evenings, nights and
weekends
Please
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Drive Murray, KY
email
10
elizabeth cam CI rotech
corn. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer
BP Truck stop is
accepting appiications
for Customer Service
Representatives We
are in need of sales
motivated take charge
Irstve30216 to loin our
team It you are a
team player honest &
reliable we are looking for you Please
apply in person at BP
Truck stop, 2185 US
Hwy 641 North.
Murray, KY
CLAYTON Homes
Camden soaks qualified and motivated IndtMum/ for retail sales
$801+ potential income
possible Great benefits Sales experience
required
731-584-9429
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency We provide a
wide range of products One of Nation's
largest
companies
Insurf.nce eminence
helpful
but
not
required Training
be provided if necessary Send resume to
PO
Box
1040-R.
Murray, KY 42071,

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wetypage at
murrayledger.corn.
you will be redirected
to joboetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
linings will appear on
this web-site.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the lobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Joh listings Thank you

YELLOW
Advertising

HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

EXPANDING occupational health clinic
seeks PT PA or NP.
Please send resume to
PO Box 1055, Calvert
Crty, KY 42029.

FOR Sale
wooden
telephone poles &
fence post Creosote
treated, Will deliver
731-782-6180

EXPERIENCED Seim
Reps
needed
Hometown
Phone
Book is expanding
again $20.800 base
salary plus commissions = $40.000+ earnings 1st year. All leads
furnished Full benefit
package Call 270.7)415-4405 art 234

Comeelers

I clean homes and
businesses Cell
phone
1(616)835-8647

&

LOST Beagle

120

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

1-877-725-73.

Sawa'

Ankles
For We
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person, lots of lets, digital,
ozoneator, water tall
cover, retail $7 300,
must
sell $3,700
(573)300-1031
12 gauge 3" Browning
Gold Hunter with 3
chokes.
12
gaup,
.
Remington 870 with
sling, turkey scope, 3
chokes.
Both as new. $1,000
both. 293-6133.
12X11 carpet remnant
Brown Berber Brand
new 753-5371
12X24' storage building w/front porch, new.
$3,900 firm. 270-492E1222 or 270-293-2531
2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens.
Deluxe
Companion
Package
inside
Chapel. Opening and
closing fee included.
(479)244-5968.

DIRECT vent room
heater, $550. Stand up
motorcycle trailer (Sin'
gle) used twice. $975. •
1967 John Deere lawn
tractor, $500. Call Sue
or John
(270)436-2216.
•
STEEPLETON
pool
table. Regulation size.
Drop leather pockets. •:•
$950 731-642-4614

HOLLY•DAY

'

NEW
used
wood
acc,
$4,
$1.
11(573)

1

loom
SWOr
tos,
Park
in 19
ing.
only.

SA
FR
Get
FR
upg
m
gra
FR

for
Be
Sat
75
8

Li

2
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Send
resume to 127 Beach
Rd. ?<Amy, KY 42054
or come by office.

Give a gift subscription to the
*,
•
MIARkY

* LEDGER&TIMES *:

GROUNDSKEEPER

In person at Sonic
O1vii4n. 217 IL 121h
St.. Murray. KY. No
phone calls.

WASTE oil wanted.

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614

Choice

at Murray State
University. Full-time,
benefits High school
graduate, one year
experience operating
tractors. construction
equipment. trucks
Valid dnver's license
(must obtain CDL.
Class B) Pre-employment drug screening
Salary $7.52. Apply
aI Murray Career
Center (Department of
Employment
Services), 208 South
5th Street. Murray. KY
42071
Women/mmonties
encouraged to apply
EEO. kl/F/D. AA
employer.

tufo Pai•fs

Will pock up used motor
aUhydraulic
fluid
Drum exchange Miller
D Farms
270-436-2215

Chaim'

Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227

HD T
Come
Plaza
lion of
Flat
LCDs.
also
Hitac
have
of en
ters
Beast

Prompt
hi I

Page
Sales.

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553

ISO

SCRAP
CARS
Iii,.

Are you a hard worker?
Do you feeling you
should be earning
more" Join our professional sales team
Established local company. Excellent earnings package with benefits. No weekends
hours. Call: 270-4154405 ext. 234.

DO you love working
with kids?

FARMER'S
Filisdrts111.

CASH paid tor
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

WANTED:
Experienced person
for Inventory Control,
Shipping & Receiving.
Call Hannigan
Motorsports 270-7534256 for appointment.

DISCLAIMER

NOW 'Odom; appear
dons for an posili)ns
and MI ahefts. Apply

sal Feed
Hound
in Dexter Bottom
753-7409. 753-8367.
731-220-0099

BUYING old US Coin'.
collections. Paying •I•
BIlkEt Book value. 293".•.;
6999

SEEKING
Administrative
Assistant: Experience
in Computers,
Bookkeeping, Office
Management & Hiring
30-35 hours. 436-2796

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3ms.
3
ais.
-DUNI
'-S.-6.52-46
ass........-MOM
1 yr
-MI6
lye --$1114410
2

Reet of RYtTN
rrar..,., a Illsclomsi

Al Other Mail
Subscriptions
i.e.-PSIS
3 sae6 iso.--”LEM 'a..-196.1111
1 yr.-$120.09 1 yr.-614LN
Money Order

Cheek

Visa

M/C

Name
1 St Address
City

1
1

ras $12

BUYING

RECEPTIONIST
&
LPN. doctor's office.
Send resume with
refemeces to: PO. Box
1040-8
Murray, KY
42071

I ii.ense

FULL Sot 620
Also
Manicures
Pedicures
Upper Cuts Salon
1104 Story Ave
753-2887

-

'I

Call Larry

Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

CASH
$9hr after paid training
+Benefrts Part/Full
time -flexible schedule7-days a week
1-888-974-JOBS
1079110507

Ills iii,

.• 0'11 r

Consistent with its ongoing growth. PTL iS Seeking
enthusiastic. career minded individuals to MI posi-

Respectfully submitted.
Martin, Colleen lisle & Henderson CPA.

CA1.14 /WAY COUNTY
!rim-I.:MEN-I' /IF VET A.S.SETH • MODIFIED CASH RA.
,
June 30, 2006
('AU'/WAY COUNTY
STATF.ME NT OF ACTIVITIES. faioniFIED(ASH RA.SIS
For The Year Ended June 30 2006
CAL1A /WAY CI)UNTY
BA! AMI.:!MEET Gig ATIRNMENTAL FUNDs. Mon1F1ED CAsn HMIs
June 30.2000
CALL)MAY
'NTY
srTATF:MENT OF REVENUES EXPENDM'RES. AND CHANGES IN Ft'Nli
BALANCES GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS. MODIFIED CAsIE BASIS
For The Year Ended JUtos 30, 2006
i'ALLOWAY COUNTY
RECONCILIATION OF TtiF. STATIbIZNT oF REVENUES. EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN Ft'ND BALANCES OF(14/VERNMENTAL FUNDS 114 THE
STATE-ME:ST r ArTIVMES . MODIFIED CASH RA:4LS
For The Year Ended June 30, 2006
t*ALLOWAY Cot"NTY
STATEMENT IF NET ASSETS- PRoPRIETARY FUND • MODIFIED CA..
,
.1 I
BASIS
Juni. 30 2006
(ALL()WAY Cl NTY
sTATEMENT RES'F:Nt'ES,EXPENSES AND CDANIIES IN FIND NEI
ANSETs IlhiPRIFTARY
Mt GIFIED cASH BASIS
For The Year Ended June 30. 2006
('AL!)/WAY (111"NTY
(if} ME:ST OF CASH FLOWS PROPRIETARY FUND. MoDIEIEG Asf I
BASIS
Fia• The Year Ended June 30, 2008
THESE REPt iliTS Will. Itt. AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW IN THE
COUNTY JUDGE FJ(KIVTIVE. LARRY ELKINS opliCE DURING
RErIt'LAR Ell'SINESS Hot'RR

•(

•

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ii.-ms

Deliver) Uri% ors ‘sailahle:
10
,
rl I I

1111=11.°r-111E-.
1111-

Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

ANTIQUES
753-3633

NEED HOLIDAY
Slanagenrent,

"

Of Duties In The Recording (If Fixed

July II 2,6,7

NOW HIRING

and eager individuals seeking a career opportunity
with potential or advancement are encouraged to
forward their resume to.

VISA

MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work. No selling.
Immediate lull time
positions. Work
Monday-Fnday. $7$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly. Call 759-4958

Our Murray, KY Corporate headquarters of is seek-

accounting and regulatory compliance We offer a
competitive compensation package. Responsible

118
tars N
water.
2 sides
let-ms
mum 0
mium
prior It
Pon as

060
Help"Mid

CPA/ACCOUNTANT

preferably a CPA. for the position Assistant
Controller. Experience in the trucking industry a
plus but. not required Initial emphasis is On

Direc
tur11

DEADLINES

ietif

18.25 Column Inch, MY.) Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 0 Duk Period 1
13.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Farms For Sass
Acnoria
Homes For Salo
notorenclos ATV s
Auto Poll
Sport MOM Vetirelas

520
530

la

04), CLASSIFIED AD RATES _AA

Real EMS*
Lair Propsny
Lon For Saia
lots For Aunt

State

Zip

Dayturie Ph.
Mad

this coupon

with payment to'

Murray Ledger &'TIMM
PO. Box IGO
Murray,EY 41071
Or call(VW 75$-11116
•

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

imes

Absolute Real Estate and
Personal Property Auction

it

FURNISHED
38R
1BA. No pets. Call
270-247-3235 tor appt.
NON smoking 313R, 2
bath home near lake,
2 car garage, no pets,
$300 deposit, $475
month (270)748-7980

301 Flint Road • Murray, KY
Directions: From Murray take Hwy.641 North
to Flint Road,
turn left and follow to auction site.

111111111181111881111111.1111111111111111188.1111

RECENTLY remodeled, small, three-bedroom, one-bath house.
$500 per month plus
utilities. One month
security deposit
required. Call
(270)293-3572 for an
appointment. Only
serious inquiries
please.

118 acres of prime farm land offered in tracts and
corobinatioas located just minutes Northwest of Murray. 38k 1 BA frame home with
central heat and air, city
water, natural gas. basement. Mini farms, wooded lots,
blacktop road frontage on
2 sides of this farm. Wheat crop stays with tenant and seller.
Terms on Real Estate: 15% down of purchase pnce day of
auction with a minimum of $4,000 per individual tract balance in 30 days with deed.
lOck buyer prealtUTII added to final bid and will be
a pan of the contract price. Any house built
prior to 1978 may contain lead base paint. Make your inspection
prior to the auction as you will sign a post inspection waiver as part of the
contract.
Real Estate offered at 12 Noea.
For more information and your auction seeds coatact:

Laity

•
S Coln •:;
Paying
293- •:;

SHIH-TZU
puppies
dew claws removed,
wormed, current shots,
AKC & CKC $250$350 270-251-0310

& Sunless
12 year old registered
black TWH mare. Kid
broke. Asking $1,200.
270-328-8099

Yardage

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Ethan Allen dining
room set. Currier &
Ives china, stereo system, 3 bowling balls,
ceiling (an, Christmas
items & more

150

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
Pave a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

AP
PS

wanted.
..motor'
fluid.
ge. Miller

rand new
6-7 perts, digital,
ater fall,
$7.300,
$3.700.
1
Browning •
r with 3 ."
.;
3-1/2
870 with
scope, 3..
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pool
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r pockets. • •
2-4614
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NEW pool table, never
used, 1--slate. solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc package, retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,600. must sell
(573)300-1031
PARKER Family heirlooms. Museum quality
sword, chappeau, photos, etc of Timothy A.
Parker of Murray. Died
in 1914 Naval sub sinking. Serious inquiries
only. 731-336-4000
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toil free:
877-455-0901
SEARS bench top drill
press, $100. 436-5610

LARGE
SELECTION
ustra APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

(270) 753-1713

2006 Cub
Cadet,
model
1042,
HydroTrans, 60hrs. on
19HP Kohler, 42 deck,
beggar assemfey. Call
994-4864, compare at
$2,000. Delivery available. Puce 51,095.

—*OWNER
RNANCE***
No Credit Check' 38R
2 bath doublewicle in
Puryear. Only 4 years
old.
large
deck
$3.500 down, $495
month. Call Ruthte
(270)753-7999
NVC

e
e
e
e

ent to

***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check!
Completely
redone
28R 1BA singiewide.
wafer view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Pnrnrose,
New
Concord.
$2.900
down. $450 month
CM 753-2222.
103 16x80 Fleetwood
3811 28A, all
.
$14.500 759-4305

a

OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 3BR,
28A, $5,000 down
$695.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011
2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft front
porch and brick Nailite
skirting. 28R, 113A.
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment.
$308 monthly. 1-800455-3001
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go!
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left. Save
'Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429.
REMODELED
Doublewidei
4BR,
28A, 2,000 Sq.Ft.,
New appliances, 1.3
scrotal. Owe*financing
available.
$70,000.00 cash or
$5,000
down,
$645/mo.
270-761-HOME
Horn's For Roe
14X60 2BR 2BA $400
703-4768
NICE 28R. No pets.
753-9866.

FAMILY seeking 4BR
home
in
Murray/Calloway
County for rent or
lease option to buy.
270-227-8970

1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets Leave' a message 270-753-1970
1 bedroom apartment.
Clean
and
nice,
Appliances including
w/d. No pets.
270-436-5496
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR, $350/mo, all
appliances, pets
allowed. 1619 Chris
Dr. 753-4219
1BR, low utilities. No
pets. $250 month.
753-3949.
1BR, various locations.
$275-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
NICE, newer, 1BR,
1BA, brick, WAD,
CAVA, hie, walk-in
closet, close to MSU,
pets allowed
w/deposit. $350/mo.
(270)522-1095
2 bedroom, all appliances,
Cambridge
area. 293-6968
28R
IBA duplex
Appliances.
1304 Peggy Ann
270-753-0259

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

28R 2BA. garage, all
appliances. $650.
436-5685

11350 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

28R apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid,
no
pets,
$280/mo. 767-9037
29R duplex, nice,
C/1-VA, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 46 St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

2BR, $285, C/H/A
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

908 Millwood. 26R/1
bath
apartment.
$395/mo. No pets.
Lease,
references,
deposit required.
227-3331

NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
932 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
SO-SIDE of town 2
Bed., 1 Be duplex
753-0724
Houses For NM
2, 3 & 48R houses
Lease
&
deposi
required. 753-4109
3-BR, 28A, Bsrnt,
wraparound deck. 1/2
tak to hospital. $700
mo. 293-8989
38R 2BA,
$495
month. No pets. 701
Broad St.
270-293-4602
38R, IBA Brick, 306
S. 15th. No pets.
$450/mo 759-4826

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

(Mice Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j6
0
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Selling entire
contents of the
home of
Louise Lamb
located at
218 South 15th
Street
starts at
10 a.m. Friday
& 10 a.m.
Saturday

1\1 \HAWAII'.
1:1 1 11 1!

ruts ‘`.
ts sinters...um
(2-tu -61-11()\11
MUST See!! Just built
2,400
sq.ft.
brick
home. Double garage
Private & beautiful. 2+
acre lot, close to town.
$139,000
270-5198570 by owner, Murray.
auto Pleb

753-3853
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr. 270-435-4382 or
leave message.
NEAR University
Studio apt; 1 b.r.,
kitcheriaiv room
combo.
Water and waste
disposal furnished.
9210 Mo.
9200 deposit.
227-5006 earn. to
SPel•
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt. water
paid, available now, no
pets. 753-5980

Tag Sale

*All Size Units
Available
.How Have
Climate Control

LARGE 38R 2 full
baths. All appliances
furnished. 270-7537903 or 227-5173.
LARGE, very nice 1
bedroom with all appliances including washer & dryer. $345/mo.
(270)759-5885
or
(270)293-7085

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480
OFFICE Space for
rent.
Approximately
200 sq.ft., SW of Court
Square. $100 per mo.
Utilities included.
753-5411
OFFICE Space: 707
South
12th.
3BR
duplex, C/H/A. 1BR
apt.
753-1252, 753-0606,
761-3694.
VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Hazel, KY. Over 8.800
S.F. Great for retail,
offices, restaurant, Of
any kind of business.
Has parking lot, central
h/a, and security system. 41.800/mo
270-293-9349

r

iCPOR & Supplies

3 female CKC Shih
Tzu
puppies
with
papers. Ready now.
$200-4250.
731-641-1324
A.K.C. Sheltie puppy,
10 wits old, vet
checked, shots
(270)354-8211
www.

DOG Obed
436-2858
FEMALE Jack Russell
Terrier for sale. Full
shots,
papered,
spayed. 4150.
759-1566.
GREAT Pyrenees puppies. Snow white, AKC.
Ready Dec. 15.
753-5371

USED TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Estate

My Vehicles
Murray Ledger k Times Fair
Fleming Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the- Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertse any preference, limitation or discnmina
bon based on race, color, tele
giont sex, handicap. familial stahis or national origin, or intention to make any mail prefererces, limitations or discsmuisbon.
State laws forbid discnmination
in the sale, rental or advertising
ot real estate based on factors in
addition to those protested
under federal law
We will known-14v accept anv
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are beret's' informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available or an equal opportunits base.
For further aviotance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA lounsel
Rene P
17.13.3) eis-

HOME SITE WANTED
close to Murray, cash
buyer will pay top dollar for the right land,
sm-med acreage,
some cleared with
some trees (at Mast a
few)
preferred
(931)206-6767.
s
It

Location.

%it)

1999
Buick
Park
Avenue. V6, auto,
leather interior. Power
windows,
doors.
142,000 miles.
293-7346
*1996 Pontiac Grand
Am, 2-dr, red, great
condition $2,500 or
trade.
•1994 8 passenger
club wagon, good condition. $2,500 or trade.
767-0612

S,.t I V.111% Clirsop
01/)

270-711 1

1

.mur-

ULM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping 5.
teal VoiC1/1“11111
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816

227-0611

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 noun mama
Res Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up, delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.
437-3044.

illI%LI

CHEVROLET, $1,100
OBO. 270-978-6658.
2004 Z71 Colorado.
Red, 4WD, loaded,
29,000 miles. Rebuilt
title. $11,000.
437-4808 or 293-6615

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damage° Fioocs
Brame & Floor JAMS
Remodeling & Pkinting

hl%iti

-:ovu.7.111
1..1.:7 37_
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work A Track
hoe
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Flooring .Decks
*Vinyl siding .All
Home Improvements
(270)976-2111
Licensed/Insured
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270)527-7176
DECORATE
for
Holidays
We hang lights & ornaments. Outside &
Inside. Call for free
estimate. 978-0149,
978-1842.
CINJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

Clawd Gammons, Owner
WIlt DO InSutanCti WOfk
Wes & massif-aro Amagaegt

731-247-5422
SIMMONS'S
Carpentry
Handyman Work. Free
estimates.
270-519-8570
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur_
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
TOTAL Nall Care
'Spa Pedicuresincludes
massage
chair
•Sps Manicures
-Acrylics- pink & white
Professionally done by
Amy Curd Salon located at Tangles in
Mason's COMIT1041s off
121 Bypass N, Gift certificates & package
special. For more information call 759-2369
\I 1(11:1) \ Ill
I 111 I '-‘1
1

270-S11.4-44.49

NEED Some Help
Moving?
eMove Moving Help
from John Probus
270-978-6658

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Reach for the stars, but
don't be disappointed if you don't
achieve your goals immediately.
Start a discussion eyeing another path to the same goals.
Innovative and original thoughts
need to come out.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Go with a partner's
original thought. Sometimes you
feel more comfortable with the
tried-and-true, but just the same,
you are encouraged to try something different and new. Curt a
tendency to judge and act.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Let others go with the
moment. You will see what happens if you just go with the flow
and don't fight a pattern. Let
yourself enjoy every moment of
free time. You too deserve to let
your hair down. Do your thing.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** 'Easy is the style that
helps you get past a problem.
Investigate new beginnings with
an eye to changing your patterns. Communication will flourish if you just let go and relax. A
romantic bond heats up
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your fiery side will take
you to a new level if you just let
go. Y41 have strong instincts. If
you follow them, you will love the
end results. Chip in, and you'll
get way ahead. Know your limits,
but don't restrict yourself.

TRENCHING
731-762-3951
731-336-5288
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Iv lacmiles Blow

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Saturday, Dec. 8, 200'7:
Follow your instincts this year
and allow your personality to
bloom. Others cannot help but
respond. If you use your innate
gifts well, you will add to your
many assets, emotionally, financially and intellectually. You feel
transformed, as if you are a new
person. If you are single, you
draw many people and have
quite your pick of suitors. The
issue might be whom to choose.
If you are attached, sit on your
charisma some if you don't want
a jealous mate. Either way, you
call the shots this year. A fellow
SAG understands much more
than you think.

2005
Equinox,
$10,000.
1999 Chevy Z71, 3rd
door, $7,200.
2002
Grand
Prix
$4,100.
2000 Altima $4,500.
$20 Cash Back Test
Drive Challenge.
swe.v.ckmotorsky.com
(270)674-5602.
(270)705-5973
2004 Cherokee V6
4x4. red, automatic,
loaded. 36.900 miles,
$13,000. 293-1943
1998 Chevrolet Blazer
IT. 44, 4WD, excellent
condition,
125K,
$5,125. 753-6864 or The Stars Show the Kind of
210-5884
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1-Difficult
lignUese Cars

i

SOAK 1.01.11.•
04'1.rimtv.

B-ALLIS Chamber 5
wood belly mower.
Perfect condition.
'97 Tahoe. Leather,
moonroot, loaded, 4x4,
$3,950 060.
978-5655
2006 Chevy Crewcab
LT3. 61,xxx miles,
leather, sunroof, Bose
system, loaded, one
owner. Bought new
locally, $23,900.
767-0028.

AAA HANDYMAN
AM types of carpentry,
adons. decks
HaulIng. C6ANn up
Gams. yards,
buildings
Prompt dogma*
Free eirelnisimi
36 yrs impatiencei
Anytime 753-9210
ALL Carpentry.
Additions, Framing,
Water &
Termite
Damage. Larry aernmo
227-0587
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE a PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Horoscope

Call 753-5606

DUPLEX. Brick 2BR
1BA in Murray.
978-0505, 436-2051.

w 15.
rttiii
.1
ratoselgor sorer weevie.snurralylettgatt.COgrt
CAIRN Terrier pups.
S250. Yotkie pups
$2504550. 270-7485575.

5 to 295 acres. Wes
Calloway.
Possible
owner financing. 4892116, leave message.

**OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check!
Clean & nice 3BR 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear. 1,292 sq.ft.,
hardwood floor, appliances, city water &
sewer. $3,900 down.
$475 month. Call
Ruthie (270)753-2222
2 story 3BR 2BA, 1
office, 2 car garage,
2,400 sq.ft. living,
4,000 total. Landon
Hills
Subdivision,
(270)210-3781,
(270)559-2032.
3-4 bedroom, $69K.
270-293-3566

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

DUPLEX, 2-BR, 1112
bath,all appliances
$525/mo. 436-5685
FOR rent: 2BR
Duplex, 1302
Vafteywood. 4400/mo.
761-7355

Amer.

Karnes For SW

Pubic Sale

Articles
For Sale

-.12th.

3BR 2BA brick home. Large greatroom with
vaulted ceiling and fireplace. Kitchen has custom cabinets and ceramic tiled flooring. Master
bath has whirlpool tub and separate shower.
Hosted by Angelia Fry, RE/Max, 227-2136

55 acres prime farm
land. 3115 Mitchell
Story
Rd.,
SW
Calloway
County.
Good tobacco barn,
well. Lots of road
frontage. $275.000.
(239)269-3037

97 Ridgeline Court
Call for directions
753-4041
Fri. & Sat.
SAM.?

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

OPEN HOUSE

IPM-SPM•Sat., Dec. 8th
1011 West ate, Gates
k Subdivision

50 acres with 38R 2BA
house. Will divide. 9780505, 436-2051

GARAGE SALE

HI )( rt.tii;
4.11

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
www.danmillerauctioneercom
www.terrydpaschallrealestate.com
"My Set-vice Doesn't Cost. It Pays

for
guns.

MINIATURE Pinscher
puppy for sale. Born
8/11/07. Ears cropped.
3ths. Black & tan.
Adorable.
$300.
(270)227-5454.

Rentals

DAN MILLER - AUCTIONEER & ASSOCIATE 270-435-4144
DARRELL BEANE - AUCTIONEER & ASSOCIATE 270-435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL - BROKER & AUCTIONEER 270-767-9223

and
35
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Friday, December 7, 201/7 • 51;
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VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
** The best intentions fall to the
wayside. You might not know
what to do in order to change
what is happening. Pull back and
wait. Timing is working in your
favor. Think positively, and you'll
gain. In fact, you might be
amazed by what happens
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your words are falling on
the ears of others. You see your
impact when you energize someone in a new direction, though he
or she could be a touch vocal.
Listen but don't personalize what
is being said.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Be careful with your
finances, which are a touch out
of control. Use your sixth sense
with a communication that
involves someone at a distance.
Make plans and think about taking off soon. A visit would make
you both smile.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You smile, and others
respond. There could be a conflict with a partner where you
least expect it. Pressure from the
holidays might be building with a
need to spend less. Investigate
with an eye to positive interacbon.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** How you deal with a
changing situation defines who
you are. Investigate and ask
questions. When you get a
strong reaction, know that you
might have hit close to home.
Gather information rather than
react.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You have a way with
people that helps draw many.
Deal with someone directly in
order to get results. Your actions
have the impact of a bowling ball
heading toward 10 pins. As you
claim your power, you'll get
results.
PISCES (Farb. 19-March 20)
*** Others seek you out for
answers. You could be bewildered
Still, by
creatively
sleuthing and with a sense of
openness, all ends well Let others relax as you take responsibility, even if it is just for the party!
Demonstrate who you are.
BORN TODAY
Comedian Flip Wilson (1934
artist Diego Rivera (1886),
singer, songwriter Jim Morrison
(1943)

bB • Friday. December 7, 2007

WM"Back
IS yean ago
Murray-County Area Technology Center was among 40 technical schools awarded Flags of
Excellence in Frankfurt The school
was also recognized as one of
only two schools to have earned
Flag of Excellence annually tor
the past five years
Published is a picture of Senior
Warden James Prescott of Temple
Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons presenting a ckmation
to Kathie Gentry. executive director of Murray-Calloway County
Need Line
Murray State University Raters won 64-57 over Eastern
Colonels in a basketball game
Mayes was high Wore( for the
Racer.
20 years ago
Published are pictures taken of
the Murray Rotary Club's annual
Christmas Parade on Dec 5 The
photos were by Staff Photographers Donna Newcomb and Scott
Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E Hopkins will be married 50 years Dec
9
In high school girls basketball
games, Murray "Tigers won 62-55
over Fulton City with Michelle
Jones high scorer for Murray: Calloway Laker) lost 53-51 to Paducah ItIghinan with Cynthia Garland a• high scorer for the Laker,
.
30 years ago
DrRoMotteld.professorM
journalism and radio-telev ision at
Murray State University has been
v:lected to as one of 12 broadCast educators to participate in a
Faculty -Industry Seminar of the
International Radio & television
Society IIIRTS) in New York in
February
Mrs Joan Bowker and ses en
of her students. Kelly Jii Cathey,
Laura Cella. Michelle Garland,
Heather Doyle, Jill Johnson. Nancy
Smith and Mark West, at Robert-

son and Carter Elementary Schools.
presented a program at the meeting of the t'alloway County Retired
Teachers Association held at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Mr and Mrs Bob Hibbs were
married for 64 years Nov. 24
40 years ago
Bob ('onsidine, nationally
known newspaper columnist and
commentator, was a featured speaker at a special meeting at Murray State University.
Murray High School Tigers won
77-71 over Mayfield Cardinals in
a basketball game High scorers
were Allan Beane for Tigers and
Clapp for Cardinals
Army Capt Thomas Evans
received the Air Model Award white
serving in Vietnam
50 years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway County Judge Waylon Rayburn swearing in Mayor-Elect
Holmes Ellis with Outgoing-Mayor
George Hart also present for the
occasion
Sam Crass. Hal Houston and
Frank Miller, all of Murray, were
among 31 students at Murray State
College named to "Who Who
Among Students in American Colleges and Universities."
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs Haflord James
60 years ago
More than 2.0(X) visitors saw
how gas ranges were manufactured at the open house of the
Murray Manufacturing Company
held Dec 5 from 9 a.m to 4
pm
Prentice Lassiter spoke about
"Education and Its Importance" at
a meeting of the Ktrksey High
School Unit of the Parent-Teacher
Association held at the school lie
was introduced by Mrs 1 H Walston, teacher of borne economics.
Mrs C C Salmon is unit president

COMICS/ FEATURES
Mother feels awkward being
friends with stay-at-home dad
DEAR ABBY: I aim a stayat-home mother with three
young children. 1 have become
friends with another stay-athome parent. We share many
things in common, and our
children are great playmates.
The problem is, my friend is
a man.
Even
though both
of us are
happily married, sometimes
we
feel
awkward spending
time
Dear Abby together.
Our spouses
are
not
By Abigail
thrilled
Van Buren
about
us
hanging out together. but they
haven't forbidden it because
they trust us to be faithful.
Is it appropriate for a man
and a woman to spend time
together while their spouses
are at work? -- AT HOME
WITH ANOTHER WOMAN'S
HUSBAND
DEAR AT HOME: It
depends upon the individuals
involved and whether there is
a physical attraction. In your
case, because you 'sometimes
feel awkward spending time
together," I suggest you limit
it -- because what you're feeling may be sexual tension.
Has it occurred to you to
include other stay-at-home parents in these visits? That might
be a way to diffuse the situation without ending the friend-

TodaylnIllstory
By The Associated Press
Today is friday. Dec 7. the
41st day of 2007 There are 24
days left in the year
Today 's Highlight in History
On Dec 7, 1941. Japanese
forces attacked American and
British terntones and pwessions
in the Pacific. including the home
base of the U S Pacific Meet at
Pearl Harbor in Hawaii
On this date
In 1787. Delaware became the
lust stale to rattly the U.S Con

q11 Ution

In 1836, Martin Van Buren
41,0 elected the eighth president
of the U S
In 1907, the first Christmas
Seals to help the fight against tuberculosis were sold, in Wilmington.
Del (Some 1011.1Ces say Dec 9
In 1946, fire broke out at the
Winecoff Hotel in Atlanta; the blare
killed 119 people, including hotel
founder W Frank W'inecial
In 1972. America's last moon
mission to date was launched as

Apollo 17 blasted off from Cape
Canaveral,
In 1982. convicted murderer
Charlie Brooks Jr. became the first
U.S. prisoner to be executed by
injection, at a prison in Huntsville,
Texas.
In 1983, in Madrid. Spain, an
Aviaco DC-9 collided on a runway with an Iberia Air Lines Boeing 727 that was accelerating for
takeoff, killing all 42 people aboard
the DC-9 and 51 aboard the Iberia

When You Give UpThe Corporate
Career, The Conttcl-Top Pant hose
And Business Suits
Go With it.
cuaqies,'
LL„f

13I L._
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Murray Ledger & Times

Reader seeks cure
for pica

ship
•••

DEAR ABBY:I have a courtesy question regarding personal (not business) e-mails.
Should a person's e-mail be
'private` and accessible to others only after they are asked
and have given permission?
Or are e-mail messages 'open
season," in that anyone with
access to someone's PC and
password can open the e-mail
and browse at will?
I recently discovered my
wife reading my e-mail, and
I was upset that she had opened
it without asking my permission. Her response was, 'Well.
I've got nothing to hide.' but
that misses the point of privacy and courtesy between married partners.
Shouldn't courtesy require
someone -- even a trusted
spouse -- to ask before opening someone else's e-mail? -FEELS
INVADED,
ST,
PETERS. MO,
DEAR FEELS INVADED:
If you and your wife share a
joint e-mail account, and the
e-mail is addressed to both of
you. then your wife is within
her rights to read it. If not,
she should respect your privacy. And vice versa.
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I are having a minor disagreement, and I hope you'll
respond to this letter in the
paper so he sees it. (We're
both frequent readers of your
column.)
We're arguing over what
would be an appropriate curfew for our 18-year-old son.
My husband believes 2 a.m.
is appropriate for weekends,
AS long as we know where he
is and what he'll be doing. I
believe it should be I a.m.
Our son is a good person.
He dabbled with alcohol when
he was a bit younger, but he
hasn't done it since and is
doing well in life. He also has
good friends.
Of course, he thinks the 2
a.m. curfew is better. Like
father, like son, huh? Abby,
which time do you believe is
more appropriate as a curfew
for our son? -- CURFEW
PATROL MOM
DEAR
CURFEW
PATROL MOM: At 18, your
son has become a young man.
There is very little difference
between a I or 2 o'clock curfew on a weekend night. Why
not split the difference and
make it (:30?
•..
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have to mention the title.
a habit that I have developed
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've had
off and on for the past two a ternble problem with bruisyears. I love the taste of clay. ing on my forearms for the last
It's notjhrty as far as I can few years. I merely touched my
see. I cat almost a IR cup at arms on something. and it resultleast once a week. I know this ed in a large bruise to the point
is not normal my forearms were constantly covbehavior. ered in ugly welts in various
Tell me a bad stages of healing. Both my mothside of this er and grandmother had the same
problem that problem.
When I saw my dermatolomight make
me stop the gist a short time ago. her nurse
habit. I live asked me about the bruising.
in South Car- When I explained, she said she
olina, where had a vitamin regimen for me
Dr. Gott clay is easi- to try, but not to get discourfound. aged because it takes four to
ly
Please help.
six weeks for improvement to
By
DEAR be seen. At her recommendaOr. Peter Gott
DR. GOTT: tion. I take 1,000 milligrams
As I have written before, pica
vitamin C. 50 micrograms seleis a compulsive craving for eat- nium. 400 units vitamin E and
ing, chewing or licking nonfood
1,000 milligrams biof)avinoids,
items, or foods containing no all with a meal. It's like a mirnutrition, including clay, chalk, acle! After just one week of her
baby powder. paint chips, ice vitamin therapy. I stopped getand more. This condition may ting bruises, and the old ones
be a marker for anemia, or a healed faster. I now enjoy bruiselink to mineral deficiencies such free forearms. I can't explain it
as iron or zinc.
but can now certainly enjoy wearComplications can include ing shon sleeves, especially in
lead or mercury poisoning and the summer.
more. Visit your doctor for a comDEAR READER: Spontaplete blood count (CBC). Your neous bruising often accompahabit may be cured if this sim- nies the normal aging process;
ple blood test reveals anemia thus, it may be difficult to cure.
or other related abnormalities.
Your pattern and family histoTo give you related informa- ry suggests that your bruising
tion. I am sending you a copy
of my updated Health Report
"Eating Disorders." Other readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope and
$2 to Newsletter, PO Box 167.
Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure

By
Edit
sec()
Brad
ray

may be inherited. You should
have blood tests to check your
clotting factors.
With respect to your inter-

esting experience with alternative therapy. I am publishing
your letter in hopes that it may
help other readers.

CootractBridge
I. You open the bidding with thie
Club, and your partner responds with
One Heart. You then rebid Two
Clubs. Using standard methods of
bidding, which of the following three
hands best fits your bids'?
a)•KQ52 V 5•72 41. AQ.1953
b) AK2•K3•74 illi KO1752
c)492VA4•AK6 VQ98653
2. The bidding has gone:
Partner
You

would be one spade rather than two
clubs — it is nearly always better to
show a new suit at the one-level than
it is to repeat a suit already mentioned, because the longer suit can be
rebid on the next round.
It would be wrong to rebid just two
clubs with to, which would misrepresent your point count. The proper bid
at your second turn would be three
clubs, announcing a long suit in a
•
hand of intermediate opening
2•
2•
strength (16 to 18 points).
Which of these three bands best
2. A nonjump repeat of responhis your bids?
der's suit at his second turn is a sign'
041 ICQ9753 1111172• 84 1015
off, implying lack of interest in game
e)•AQ.1843 K5•92 Q73
and asking opener to pass unless he
1)•AKJ43 Q192•86 41‘ 95
holds substantial extra va/ues. Typi•••
cally, the bid shows a weak hand (Si.'.
to 10 points) and a long suit (nearly
I. A simple nonjump rebid by the always six or more cards).
opener in his own suit shows a hand
Ofthe choices given, the only hand
of minimum opening strength (13 to that matches this description is d).
15 points) containing a rebiddable
With c), you would jump to three
suit. 'The suit is usually SIX Of more spades on the second round to
cards in length hut may, in a pinch, announce that the combined hands
be only five cards long. The hid also contain sufficient values for game,
denies being able to bid another suit
while at the same time suggesting
at a cheaper level.
that the game he played in spades.
Of the three hands given, only c)
Hand f) is not quite good enough to
fits this descnption. After opening force to game. but too strong for a
one club and receiving a one-heart sign-off. Therefore, you should bid
response, a two-club rebid would two hearts at your second turn, forcannounce the one-suited nature of ing partner to bid again. Ile can then
your hand while at the same time raise hearts, show a preference for
limiting your point count to the min- spades, bid notrump or rebid one of
miumrange.
his suns, which should tell you what
With hand a 1, the proper rebid - (if anything) to do next.
Tomorrow: Reversal of fortune
4 ,14)(CI,N1- -011460.Srla4Alleina
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Crosswords
ACROSS

F.C3Ft

ETTEI4

GI A FI ElIE

r VV

FI

1 Groove on
4 Pop singer
- Adams
8 Take hastily
12 Fish roe
13 Centurion s
moon
14 Evaluate
15 Headings
17 Ominous sign
18 Handle dough
19 Meat dish
21 Rare mineral
23 Camel kin
27 Brownish tint
30 TV award
33 Overeat with
'out'
34 Show distress
35 Ginnie or
Fannie
36 Parched
37 Mag execs
38 Area
39 Gave the pink

EDO

1:30

slip
40 Nostalgic look

E A NI 131- S.4-0,
3

Dogs Are From
Jupiter Cats Are
From the Moon

42 Tool set
44 Wolfs call
47 Rent
agreement
51 Soil
component
54 Speed
56 Tiller
57 Protect starter
58 Payable
59 Not in use

60 Look after
61 EN:item further

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6

Wharf
Dreaded czar
Hang open
Miss a syllable
Twosome
Quaint lodg-

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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IZIP 0011
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mom
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ings

7 Toward sunrise
8 Snarl
9 Collide with
10 Corroded
as acid
11 Movie at

16 Touch base
(2 wds )
20 Famous
cathedral town
22 Office note
24 Peak

=WM MIMI
MRS MEM MEMO
1111111115115 MOM
MINIM
MIN
MANN
MOM add. MEM
MIMI ARM MEM
MINI MOM AIM
MIMI AM
Mild =add
MEAMMONIM
di= MEM MU
WM MINI MEM

25 Thick mud
26 Like prune
steak
27 Pitcher
in a basin
28 Give up
territory
29 Balance
31 Homo sapiens
32 Mild-marnered
36 Jaded
38 Where monkeys swing
41 Ditty
43 Trotan War
saga
45 Judicial order
46 Fill the hull
48 Verdi
mesterpece
49 rim feature
50 Leered at
51 rai - ch'uan

52 Went first
53 A hundred
percent
55 Desk item

a

